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Ια seasons when the hay crop, which
is the great crop of the state ot Maine,
Dentist,
is cut short, the importance of having
MAINE.
reserve supplies in the line of suppleNORWAY,
mental forage crops, is strongly empha12—1 to 4.
O«0t Hwur»—9 «υ
sized. Hay is the all-important fodder
*
in wintering nearly all our stock, and
• 1
r. SMITH,
any appearance of shortage is viewed by
the farmer with appreheusion. 11 grass
Attorney at Law,
ha* wintered well and look» promisiug,
MAINE.
NORWAY,
a drought sometimes changes the entire
a
Collection»
Specialty.
Block.
Hon e
condition, and then it is too late to plant
additional crops. The thoughtful farmPARK.
4
er always plans his crops with the idea
KRRICK
in view of raising something which will
Attorneys at Law,
lessen the amount of hay required for
MAINE.
his stock. It is always wise to an
UKTHEL,
Eller? C. Park.
A ! lUo K- Herrlck.
ticipate unfavorable conditions and be
prepared to meet them. Tbeu, too, our
pastures have been growing poorer, and
RIGHT A WHEELER,
their uncertainty and irregularity make
necessary some provisions for suppleA torneyi and Counsellors at Law,
menting them. The feeding of soiling
MAINE.
SOUTH PARIS.
crops to help out the short pastures,
besides adding to the hay crop incidentAlton C. Wheeler.
Jame* S. Wright.
ally produces improvement of the pastures themselves; as by the use of these
&
J. H.
crops the pastures will carry more cattle
which «ill tend to check the wild
CIVIL ENGINEERS AND SURVEYORS,
growth and enrich the soil.
Λ High Street, South Paris, Maine.
The question of what crop or crops he
Telephone 111-12.
shall nse to supplement hie hay crop and
his pasture is one which each individual
Maps and Plans made to order.
farmer must study out for himself. It
s of the tliut»erlan<le and pocket map* of
M
|
sale.
for
eat-ϋ county
depends upon his conditions and cir1'uhil-here of the Atlas of Maine.)
But every farmer should
cumstances.
see that some forage crop is put in at
the proper time. Some of the soiling
crops which have proved useful for this
section are corn, clover, millet, oats and
peas and barley
14 Main St., Norway, Me.
Coru fodder is generally considered to
be one of the best substitutes for hav.
There is no plant, everything taken into
account, which is quite equal to thift.
It should be used to as large an extent
as possible on all dairy farms, both for
Corn
green forage and as a silage crop.
is a deep rooted plant and can stand
drouth better than many other plants.
on
nearly all
Lead It is suited for growth
All Kinds of Pipe
soils. Wheu sweet corn is plaoted for
the market, the fodder and small ears
and Iron.
will be available as forage. Corn is the
For the
144-11.
best of all crops for silage.
Telephone
silo varieties should be selected, for the
various sections, that will practically
J. WALDO NASH,
mature, as silage from mature corn is
the most profitable. The ease with
which corn silage is digested, as compared with dry fodder, as well as its
palatability, increase its value. It has
Mtsonic
rear
8lock,
Street,
Temple
seemed for a long time as though the
silo was almost indispensable, and yet
NORWAY.
Telephone Connection.
there are soiue
practical, successful
farmers who are without a silo. Those
KOLLISTER 3
who have silos will be able to lengthen
out the hay crop without large expense,
with the corn plant, and those who have
Mciiiiae for Batv î'eop!·.
L Ε
not silos can also make use of this crop.
Brîaja G !J«- Health aaj Reaev.et! Vigor.
Many of our farmers appreciate the
A »T*cilic foe Ο· st that i' n. Iu<lit(estion. Live
nn i Ki·!
Tr libit*·. Pimple*. Eciemtt. Impure fact that the clovers are among the most
HI *! L. ! l!r,'.i li Sluirs'Hh Bowels. H··» lai'fc·» valuable of
forage crops. In some sec|t'«R »'lty Maintain Tea iti tab·
an·! Uackaoh·*
tions farmers are not meeting with de< ieouin» made by
1-t form. Sft oeni* a b><i
cided success iu raising this valuable
UuLt unlit 1>κι·<» Cohpavv, Na<lÎH<>n. Wis.
GOLûtN NUGGETS FOR TALLOW PEOPLE class of crops, but where the right conditions are provided clover can be made
The
to grow in Maine successfully.
clovers are capable of taking nitrogen
from the air and (he cost of fertilizers
needed in their growth is low. They
value as stock feed on
are of especial
account,of their exceptional richness in
protein. Also, the production of clover,
under right conditions, enriches the soil
and the following crops are benefited.
<'lover may be used as a genera! utility
crop, to be fed green if needed, in the
abseuce of other green crops, and also
the
Clover will withstand
for hay.
etfects of drouth better thau the com-
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Hungarian and the millets

are

quite

sure crops, and when cut at the proper
time are very valuable forage crops, and
Hungarian
are well adapted for hay.
makes a lighter, finer growth than the
South Paris, Maine.
millets and is better for hay. It should
always be cut early. Japanese millets
for green forage are especially valuable.
Most farmers find the millets more
valuable for green fodder than for hay.
Oats and peas are valuable for sumPortland Division.
and for hay, when sown
mer feeding
early in the spring, and may also be
KIKStT CLAN* FARE fl.OO.
used for fall forage. On our own farm
STA "KROUMS |
time supplemented
we have for a long
Steamships "Governor Dingley" or our hay with oats and peas for dry fodThese are
"Governor Cobb" leave Kranklin Wharf, der and corn for silage.
Portland, week days only at 7 ι*. M., usually our supplementary feeds. Oat
oat
is coming from
for Boston.
hay, cut just as the
the milk stage and properly cured,
Roturxdns
makes the best of feed for the dairy cow
as desirable for young
Leave Union Wharf, Boston, week aud it is quite
col·». I have fed young stock for a
days only, at 7 p.m., for Portland.
large portion of the winter season on
Through tickets on sale at principal oat hay and one ration of ensilage, with
railroad stations.
a few roots, and they made good growth.
We have found .that in order to get the
Freight rates as low as other lines.
best results with oat hay it should be
is
inAll cargo, except Live Stock,
sown not later than the middle of May.
sured against tire and marine risk.
Oats and peas when sown together give
a fairly heavy yield of valuable fodder
J. Κ LISCOMB, General Acent.
Barley and pea* are also used on some
Portland, Me.
of our farms. While oats are damaged
by heavy frost, barley will grow until

A. W. Walker & Son's,

Festern Steamslijp Company.
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CATARRH

Ely's Cream Balm
I· quickly absorbed.
fci.·» Relief at One·.

It < lean·**», soothes,
h>-als ami piotecte
the diseased membrane resulting from
Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the
Head quickly. Ke.
stores the Senses of
Taste and Siuell. Full size Γ»0 cts.. at Druggists or by mail. In liquid form, 75 cents.
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York.
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tue

tail ami

11 is

tnereiore

valu-

able for lat» (toiling purposes. There is
sometimes difficulty in securing a satisfactory crop of barley, so that it is nut
it is relished by
» I way* profitable, but
cows ami is a good forage crop, wheu
grown aloue or with peas.
The us^ of summer silos is growing
more

common.

bas au advantage
crops in cost of pro-

Silage

soiling
duction. If a beavy
yielding silage
like
corn, is allowed to reach its
crop,
maximum growth and mature, and is
grown with improved appliances, the
expense is somewhat less than in raising
soiling crops and the supply and quality
As the fermentation
are more uniform.
is more rapid in summer it will be necessary to reduce the surface area from
which the silage is fed.
Roots are also a valuable addition to
where the
our stock foods, especially
farmer is without a silo. Uon. George
Aitken, ex Secretary of the Vermont
Board of Agriculture, when addressing
the people of Maine, said that he found
that on his place he could raise roots as
cheaply and successfully as ensilage
It is evident
was raised on oth»r farms.
that the dairy cow during the long winter needs some kind of succulent food,
and root* are palatable and easily digested, two factors which contribute
much to the value of a food. Even
where ensilage is used dry cows and
yotiug stock can be fed roots to advantover green

greater will be hie success, i· erroneous
Good judgment in feeding ie an important facto? in making the moet of the
hay crop.
SOILING CROP9.

The dairymen of Maine will learn by
this season's drought a valuable leM°n
to have in the future a good
soiling crops. I am convinced that sue
olu
a» a balanced ration and that cowe will
do well on green crops even if the pro
tein is somewhat lacking. With the
present high price of grain theonly way
make dairying Potable »» *°
we can
on the faim.
rame more of the
There are many kind» of feeds wel
climate of
and
..dapted to the soil
are
Maine, the moet important of
clover corn, millet and oats with a
of peas. There should be some
.oiling crop to feed as soon as the
ing season is over. I do not think itis
practical for the average dairy manto»ttempt to feed eoiling crops much before
having, a. in the rush of work in June
iud July we have no time to cut.eue
crops and haul them to the barn. If the
pasture is such that it becomes necessary to feed earlier in the season, early
bay might be used. For soiling
crops I would begin with oats and peas
the last of July, then millet and clover
Thl. year «ο ha»,
Urn a cloter
but little clover but last year there wa
an abundance, and 1 think It one of the
best feeds for dairy cows that we can
raise in Maine. Good drainage and a
little nitrate of soda applied after the
lirst crop is cut will help the clover im-

supply^of

cul.ïforo&ar.

which_

Sure

hay^

cS

ft

™

Jiar.

Then*comes

the corn, and what is not
j
fed greon or used for the silo can be put
in large shocks in the field and used
Ί here is no
feed until the snow comes
uuestion but that the low prices for
grain have gone by. That being t e
case, it is up to the dairymen oÎ Malne to
raise all the crops possible
make their farms more productive and
buy less grain.-By. B. F. Adams, Bowdoinham.

forj

CROP

CONDITIONS IN

OXFORD COUNT*.

Amount of bay crop, as compared
with last year, 5S per cent. Condition
)
of hay, as compared with average,
ner cent.
Acreage of grain. W per cent.
Condition of sweet corn, 110 per cent.
The acreage of sweet corn was not in
creased to any extent. In several local
ties an increase in silage «ops is reported. Acreage of potatoes, as compared
with last year. 1M3 per cent. They are
not affected with blight or rust asιβ:rule.
Condition of fruit, 62 per cent. Amount
of apple crop, 20 per cent.
Morse Outlook Good.
There is a disposition uoticeahlo
among some who pose as authonUes on
horse matters to contend that mechan
ical methods of travel and transporta
tion, will in the not distant future, have
an adverse effect on the *>°ree industry
The National Stockman and Farmer
oplnion
evidently does not share
is
any more than does this journal, as
shown by the following sentiments expressed iu a recent issue:
"While the horse markets are not
verv active even with moderate receipts,
still good horses are selling pretty well,
uo matter to what class they belong.
Increased business activity will un
horse
doubtedly bring about a
market. The financialandinduetnal
depression has interfered with the trad
for both busiuess and pleasure horses.
Fewer business homes were ΓβΦ"Γ®^,
and as the ones on hand were too expensive to keep in idleness, a good
many of them were thrown on th® market thus cutting out a part of the de
maud for fresh horses. Many business
men in their efforts to economize have
either disposed of their pleasure horses
or refraiued from
investing in them
The automobile has undoubtedly dienlsu»ed a îrood many horses of botb
classes, but as the public learns the cost
of keeping automobiles, their rapid dc
prédation in value and their
infirmities, there is a reaction inι favor
of the horse among people ol moderate
means, who are learning that it is not
best to go too fast or too far in spending
mouey, or in getting about. We ha™
known several cases of such
even when the preference was for the
motor. When business improves
horse market will improve
\nd as it is, it looks pretty good, compared with only a few years ago.
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Winter Milk Price Fixed.
Farmers in the fiiddle zone, so-called,
will get from the Boston milk coutract
ors for the uext six months, beginning
Oct. 1, seven cents a can additional over
the present schedule, making the price,
per can, 30 cents, the same as last winter.

This much has been decided after a
conference between the Bosion contractors and the directors of the
Boston co-operative milk producers1
company, a conference which began
several days ago, and after a series of
The
meetings, terminated Sept. 22.
meetings have all been at the American
flouse in Boston.
In the course of the discussion tbe
contractors submitted various figures,
leading up, by easy stages, to the 7-cent
rise, which they finally ordered.
The directors, soon after the final
offer was made, had a meeting and
agreed to accept the 7 cent advance.
One of the directors, by reason of
sickness, was absent when the directors
voted. It was given out that he was
likely in accord with the sentimeut of
the directors, but if not, the directors
say that the offer would uot be accepted. The directors asked for an eightcent advance, or at the rate of a cent a
quart, but inasmuch as they came within a cent of it, they feel fairly well satislied.—New England Farmer.

protracted

The ordinary observer scarcely realizes how great has been the advance in
horse values in the past decade. The
estimated average value of all the horses
in the country in 1897 was 931 51 and in
1907 the average had advanced to $93.41.
This increase iu value is more surprising
because there has beeu a contempoincrease in the proportion of
raneous
horses to population. In 1900, for instance, there was one horse to 5 β persons; in 1907 the ratio was 1 to 4 4. An
increase in the value of horses in the
face of an increase in number relatively
to population, and in spite of an atmosphere made murky by the smoke and
stench of myraid autos, is excellent
proof that we are yet a great distance
from the horseless age.—Maine Farmer.

station investigations; but roots possess
render them
certain qualities which
worth more than their analysis would
indicate. As a rule we regard it as

expensive to raise them, in proportion to their value, than eusilage

more

but those farmers who have practiced raising roots and do a large portion of the work with machinery, having tb< rows accurate and using one
machine which will do both the weeding
and the thinning at the same time, find
that an acre will produce a large amount
of food for stock at a moderate expense.
There is another point in connection
with a short hay crop that is worthy of
consideration. In the severe grasshopiFor Sale nulutiK K.imis per year of some time since many
farm[in ι» SfeftMh SbMn BMl· ers
learned a valuable lesson. They
utratedi-it-ilo/of ! irη --—f m..t!i
Jnina with Stale irupe mailcd/rr* ; we learned that by exercising great care
L A. STROUT CO..
pay r.k. tare
they could use a smaller amount of hay
Vedi*. La^Mi
OmIm. 33S Wuw St.. AwmO.
than they were accustomed to use and
keep the cows in good condition. Our
experience has been that feeding young
We Do all Kindt of....
stock and dairy cows morning and night,
with a sufficient ration, ia much more
JOB PRINTING.
desirable than three feedings. The old
idea that the more coarse fodders a
Atwood A Forbes, South Pari·. farmer can induoe his stock to eat the
corn,

Milk

passengers for transportation, paycents each.
These tickets are
a three coupon arrangement.
The first
one is taken by the conductor, tbe same
passenger tickets, and returned by
im to the auditing department, with
the records of his other transactions.
The second coupon is detaohed by the
baggage master in Portland to show the
safe arrival of the cans at their destination, and returned by him to the general
baggage master. The third simply
serves to return the can to its starting
place.—Turf, Farm and Home.
were

ing three

The extensive swine growers of the
West are full believers in tbe efficacy of
improved blood, but they refuse to take
mere
show
ring credentials alone.
Every boar before being need in a large
way must have shown himself able to
make good in the breeding pen as tbe
producer of the right kind of stuff.—
Maine Farmer.

Observation teaches

that the most
prosperous farmers are those who rotate
or diversify their crops and raise live
stock.—New England Farmer.
us
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The Man
The Hour

"What has happened?"
"I
"Happened?" fumed Newman
have been Insulted—grossly, vulgarly
>
Insulted!"
"Insulted. Judge?" repeated Dallas.

By ALBERT PAYSON TERHUNE.

rations

by Train.
The milk shipment to Portland via
Norway, Me.
the Grand Truuk Railway ranges from
age.
man
Thero seems to be some value in roots 600 to 900 cane daily. When a
with his milk for shipment, he
which the experiment, stations do not arrives
FOR 5ALE.
to
the
ticket
office
and
buys tickets,
fully disclose. We are not questioning goes
story dwelling-bouse, pleasantly the accuracy or the value of experiment one for each can, the same as if they

2 1-2
located in the village of West Paris.
Consists of nine rooms and bath-room,
shed and stable. About -3-4 acre of land,
with apple and pear trees.
The buildiugs are situated high from th» street,
with broad piazza shaded with vines,
commanding a tine view. Δ spring of
Tbese buildpure water on premises.
in** are well and prettily furnished and
the owner would be glad to sell the
furniture and furnishings with th.»
house. This in a great bargain and will
be sold on reasonable terms. Call on or
addrees, W. J. Wheeler, South Paris,
Maine.

Uhe
Butd

Still flushed and Incoherent he wheeled to face a trio who were Just returning from the supper room. They were
Dallas, Glbbs and Walnwrlght
"Hello!" exclaimed Walnwrlght In
surprise. "What's the matter with you.
Judge? Are you ill?"
"If—if Mrs. Newman should come to
know of this," sputtered the judge,
glaring from one to the other, "she"—
"To know of what?" queried Glbbs.

Copyright, 1907, by Georife H. Broadburst.

"By whom?"
"By Alwyn Benflett!" snapped the
Judge. "Outrageously"—

[CONTINUED.)

Dal'as.
exclaimed
"Impossible!"
"There must be a mistake somewhere.
Mr. Bennett Is too well bred to Insult
any man. much lees a man so much
older than"—
"A gentleman. Is he? 1 should not
have believed it He has Insulted me

"I've been looking all over for you.
Mr. Beunett." called Judge Newman,
hurrying out through tbe chain of anterooms as AI wry η wandered out of the
ballroom Into the foyer a few moments
later.

"Anything Important?" asked Ben- most"—
nett. pauslne lu his stroll and greeting |
"I'm not surprised." observed Walnthe older man cordially. He had known
wrlght.
the Judge as long as he could remem"I am." announced Dallas.
ber und had always bad a decided lik"Naturally." sneered Walnwrlght "If
ing for the pompous henpecked little you can remain on speaking terms with
dignitary. Surrounded as be was by him after bis abominable treatment of
political Intrigue, heartache and asso me you can easily overlook any other
elation with rogues, the harassed young
brutality of his."
man rather welcomed the variety prom"Tell us about It. Judge." Interposed
ised by a chat with his old frieud of | Glbbs. seeking to avert any further
his boyhood.
clash beuveen uncle and niece.
"Anything Important. judgeV" he re"1 went to him." began Newman,
peated "Or are you just taking pity "bearing a/request from—from"—
on a lonely chap and giving him a
The judge paused. It was not wholchance to chat with you over old
ly easy to present matters to this hontimes V"
est eyed young girl In such a way as
"Well." began the Judge, his custom- to bring her In bis way of thinking
ary air of pom
But Walnwrlght felt no difficulty. His
0
pous nervous- shrewd brain caught at a means of
uess
tinged turning the affair to account.
fefl by an almost "You see. Dallas," the financier broke
concll la tory
in, with a warning glance to Newman,
"1
m a ■ η e r,
"1 begged the Judge to Intercede for
would like to I
me with Bennett, to ask him to bury
have a little the hatchet and let us be friends again
business talk for the sake of old times
I thought
with you If you
Judge Newman's age and hi· high ofmind
disdon't
fice would compel a certain respect
cussing work at even with a man of Bennett's characa

ball."
"Not at

I've

But I was wrong, and I am sorry,
judge, for the unjust humiliation I

all

had

caused

you."

"i don't understand," said Dallas,
looking In bewilderment from one to
the other. "Judge, my uncle sent you
to make overtures of peace? And Mr

Bennett refused to"—
"He not only refused, but called Mr.
Walnwrlght a highwayman and"—
"But why?" demanded Dallas,
"lie pretended to misunderstand whut

I su id about the conditions."
"Oh. It was a conditional offer, then?
I thought"—
"Certainly there were conditions,"
•ut in Walnwrlght. again coming to
tlie emissary's rescue. "I asked that
hi· take a pillion of neutrality In re-

You—you won't misunderstand me
"Of
not." replied Alwyn heart—

"coure·

ily. "You and 1 are too old friends.
Judge, to"—
......
"I hope so; I hope eo." conceded Newhia tone.
In
anxiety
with
man.
growing

this Borough bill. Simply neutral. mind you. Not to change his attitude lu Its favor, or"—
"That was a splendidly fair offer,"
cried Glbbs enthusiastically.
"So it seemed to me." agreed Newman. "but Bennett would not listen
when I tried to point out his proper
He called me a go-beline of duty.
tween and"—
"Even after you toid him we were
granting practically all the concessions
lie bad asked In the bill?" queried

g::rd

"You see"—
"I see you have some trouble coming
to the point" «aid Alwyn. pltylug the
m
Judge's evident discomfiture, "and I
You were my fasorry you feel so.
ther's frieud. and 1 like to thiuk of you
"lhere
as one of my own beet friends,
aerely should be no hesitation in ask
log anything to my power to grant."
Thus emboldened Newman blurted

|

out:
••I_we—that ta. seems to me you
have been a little hard upon this Borough franchise bill. If you don't mind
my saying so, Bennett. Couldn't you
)«t up on them now?"
"Why. no. Judge, 1 can't" replied
Bunett. «till falllug to connect New

to

fîlbbs.
"Yes," said Newman. "He must have
I cau't"—
some motive behind It all.
"Nonsense!" exclaimed Dallas. "What
ulterior motive could he have?"
"That is more than I know positive-

ly," returned the judge mysteriously.
"But I do," declared Walnwrlght,
pointing at Dallas "There are the rea-

with the Walnwrlght-Horrlgan
clique and attributing the Judge s Internet to tbe matter to an amateur's
love of dabbling in politics. "I can't
let up on that fight" be continued. "All
perpetual franchises are wrong, and
this particular franchise bill Is rotten
to the core. In sheer Justice to my oath
of ο (lice 1 must fight It."
"My boy." said the Judge in a fatherly uiani'·"· that he bad often found
successful in argument. "I was lu poll
tics loug before you were boru. and I'm
for your own good when 1
man

sons!"
"I?" exclaimed

Dallas,

is In love with
you. He knows
Glbbs also wishes to marry you.
He knows.- too.
that U1 libs' fortune depends on
the Biiccess of
the BoriAjgh
franchise. If the

speaking

"So vou come to me

as au

as

a

make or break your career—capital
and |iolltical organization."
"In nther words. Wainwrlght and
HoiriirnnV"
All they ask Is that you re
"Yes.
ninIn neutral: that you"—
"That 1 look the other way while

can

rob the city?"
"I am an old man, Bennett." evaded
the Judge, trying another tack, "and
I've seen one rash step wreck many a
bright career, just as this will wreck
Never antagonize wealth and
you.s.
the organization. The public· for whom
you sacrifice yourself will forget yon
In a month. Capital and ivditlcs never

they

forget."

not catering to the public. 1
am acting as my own conscience"—
"But this is stubbornness, not con
science.
All you have to do is to re
If you do this I am
maiu neutral.
authorized to promise you—now. listen
-to promise yon the nomination for
governor when your term as"—
"That's the bait. Is it?" cried Ahvyn
angrily. "If I consent to lietray my
The
trust I'll sjot the governorship.
bribe Is golden, and I don't wonder at
The only
Ilorrigan for offering It.
thing that surprises me is that he
"I

|
J.ZCj,

emissary,

friend." said Bennett slowly,
"and the "gentlemen" you eouie from
"Are the men who ««present all that
not

am

should have chosen such a tmn as you
for hie lackey and go-betweou."
"
Bribe!' 'Go-between!'
"•Lackey!"
echoed the judge in real indignation
"How dare you. sir? This""Isn't It a bri!>e." Insisted Ahvyn
"and weren't you the man chosen to
It will do you no good to
offer it?
In your
bluster or grow Indignant.
heart you know the words I used were
deserved. The governorship offer was
a bribe, pure and simple, and worthy
the modern highwaymen who made it.
but that you. a judge—a former friend
of my own blameless father—that you
should come to me on such a vile errand turus tue sick. Heaven help juslice and right when our Judges can be
controlled by a political boss and a
roll of bills! That's all! I dou't care
to go further Into the subject!"
Bennett walked «way. leaving the little Judge to stare after him. pink with
wrath. s|H>echless with amazement. In
all his sixty years no man had thus
laid bare to Newman his own heart,
stripped of its garments of respectability and self deception. And, as usu
al in such cases, now that the truth
had been driven home to him, Newman
wrathfully denounced It, even to himself, as a lie.

Incredulous

"Explain, please."
"Willingly," replied her uncle. "If
you'll give m· a fair hearing. Bennett

say I deeply regret the stand you've
taken lu this matter. You objected to j
Almost
the bill In Its original form.
every change you demanded has been
As the gentlemen who I
made In It
asked me to speak to you sald"Ile checked himself a minute too
late. The narrowing of Bcnuett's eyes
and the vanishing of the friendly light
In the youug man's face warned New
mau he had made a l a ta I error

regnrded tbe measure,
fighting it after"—

"Howdare you,.irf
said the judje.
bade uie to tell you

bill is beaten,
Glbbs will be
practically ruined and thus in
no
position to
#marry. We've
known all along
of this reason
our b!"·
but Glbbs forHe was afraiil

you might think he"—

"1 don't believe out» word of It!" crleil
"Alwyn
Dallas, her big eyes ablaze.
Bennett could not stoop to such a

thlnir."

"No?" said Walnwright. "Then you
probably will reOise (o believe what I
1 consideram about to tell you uow.
ed Borough stock a safe Investment,
aud I put all your money and Perry's
It. Bennett knows this, uud In spite
uf Ihe knowledge he Is trying to kill
the franchise even ou%the cortalnty of
beggaring you and Perry along with
If only he can ruin (Jlbbs he
Ulbbs.
cares nothing about making you aud
That is the sort
Perry paupers too.
of mau you are defending against your
1 have Just learnod beown uncle.
sides that he has secretly, through his
brokers, sold large blocks of Borough
stock short. Thus his veto that ruins
us will make him a very rich mau."
"It Isn't true!" affirmed Dallas In
dogged certainty, "Mr. Glbbs, do you
continu this story of my uncle's?"
"Please leave me out of this, Miss

Walnwright." answered Glbbs gently
prefer to say nothing to prejudice
When I tight I tight fair."
you
"Even at the cost of all your money,"
amended Walnwright. "Glbbs. this Is
"1

your sense of honor to an ab
surd point. Aud Benuett will"—
"Pardon me." broke In Alwyn, entering the foyer and golug up to Dallas.
"I'm a little late for our dauce. 1 was

carrying

detained by"—
"Alwyn!" exclaimed Dallas In relief.
"I'm so glad you came here just when
you did. Now we can clear this up In
a word."
"Clear <vhat up?" queried Bennett,
glancing about In suspicion at the three

silent men.
"You know Mr. Glbbs Is favored In
the Borough Street railway affair," begun Dallas. "He told yon so at your
office that day we were there. Well"—
"Yes, but don't let's discuss busluess
tonight," replied Bennett "This Is our
dance, and"—
"Walt, please. You knew his fortune
was largely tied up In Borough stock,
ont here is something you didn't know.
My uncle says my money and Perry's
Is all Invested In that stock and that If
you defeat tbe bill we will be dependIf
ent on Mr. Walnwrlghfs charity.
that le true, you didn't know it, did

you?"

Her voice was almost tremulous In

so

why go

on

"I won't discuss this with you, Mr.
Bennett
Interrupted
Wainwrlgbt,"
"We already understand one another,
you and I."
"My uncle says," pursued Dallas,
"that you made your broker secretly
sell Borough stock short, knowing tbe
Won't you
deal would enrich you.
even deny this'/"
"No."
"You realize what all this foolish
stubbornness must mean to me—to all
of us," continued Dallas, "and you still

persist In

vour

ouDoeltlon?"

«I was awakened by voices." ebe es
ninined
"1 thought 1 heard some one
m >■««· » "Κ»"»
the matter?"
"Nothing, nothing dear," he answered gently, drawing the little old lady
affectionately down to a eea
knee and smiling manfully into her
Bleep flushed face; "nothing is the mat
ter Only a business call.
"A business call at 2 o'clock In the
than that."
••Do you think I'd be idiot enough to morning!" she exclaimed. "Dear boj.
come here with the story If I didn't you are working too hard. \our fathei
have full proof of it?" asked Horrigan never brought his business worries and
ken by this low politician but before
be could protest more forcibly Horiigan went on:
"What d'you think If I said your father whs a grafter-one of the worst
of his time?"
"I d say you lied," answered Bennett
calmly, "and I'd drive the foul lie
down your throat with my fist, \oull
have to think of some better scheme

SS ..oltUly

work home. He
in contempt.
And despite himself. Alwyn eaw the the office. Cau't you do the same.
"
man was speaking what he believed to You'll wear yourself oUt
be the truth. He paused In bis impul"My father"- began Bennett,
sive forward move, reseated taimseir the name choked him.
"You are growing to be so much like
and asked coldly:
"What so called 'proofs' have you him" went ofl Mrs. Bennett fondl>.
boon fooled by your heelers into think- "And it makes me so happy that you
Your splendid fight against that
are
ing"—
Borough bill, for Instance
-Don't believe me, hey?
Well, you
will fast enough before I'm done. Un- How proud he would have been of
less you're afraid of what I ve got to that! It Is just the sort of thing u*
himself would have done In your place
say."
"I'm not afraid of anything you can He was surrounded with wicked am.
The highest tribute to my fa- dishonest men Just ns you are.
say.
ther's memory la the fact that a cur through it all he remained true, hon
orable. incorruptible. What a grand
llk<i you cannot defile it. Go on. I
heritage for my eon! He— Alwjn.
listen to you."
off. alarmed, "why do yon
Very good," said Horrigan, quite
at me that way?
I never sa»
unmoved. "I'll make it ae short as 1
I remembered your father got such a look In your eyes before. Are
can.
rlcb pretty quick. He was a member >-ou ill? Has something happened
of the organization, and hie firm got «rou are keeping from me?"
#
0,1 ί
"No no," evaded Bennett.
the Jobs of building the aqueduct aud
I
before
a
here
had
caller
"You
That gave me my
the new library.
clew. I looked up the specifications for rame lu." pursued the mother, refusing
the clew to which her wo
both jobs, and I turned them over to
had led l'er.
Π'
the old engineering firm of Morris & manly Intuition
bad news? Tell me. dt.\
Cherrlngton. You know the firm, per- brought you
I'm your mother, and I love you.
haps. If you don't, you can look them
"You are making my course more
up
They don't belong to the organizadifficult for me by asking such φκ·>
tion; they're the best experts In their
tlone. mother." he answered wretched
line, and they can't be Juggled with.'
"I know them. Go on."
to ne'P j°11· ^iwjru.
"I paid them a fancy sum to go over ran't bear to see you miserable
those specifications and then examine woman's vit and a mother's love arc
the library and the aqueduct and see
a combination that can soiu
If they were up to the mark or If the problems beyond even the *
city 'd been cheated by the Bennett man's power* of logic. Let ine hell
Contracting company. I bad a strong
"
Idea I was right, but ί wouldn't speak
trying to m«ko np my min.l
till I had the proof. When I got home vaxuelv replied Bennett, sorely di.·
after the ball tonight I found the Mor- tressed by ber pleading. "whet
ris & Cherrington report waiting for man ought to follow hi.

infamous

Ζ taS»
Took

Abandon

VA'liin.·

Tfteu

!

ter.

the
houor of daucUc slipped on arm lug with three
about lur u'uiet <u of your daughht aj>uke.
ters this eveuing. uud the least 1 can do Is to repay
such pleasure by"—
"Did you. really 7" beamed the Judge,
his
on whom the uumarrled atate of
four faat aging glrU rested heavily.
be
will
"I'm eure Mr·. Newman
Btft this buslue·· matter.

pleased.

Its eager, confident Appeal, but Bennett
forced himself to answer:
"Yen; It Is true, and I kiiew It."
Tiie eager glow died from ber eyes,
leaving u look of dawning horror.
"And. knowing this—knowing Perry
and 1 abull be made paupers by your
action—you still Insist on"—
I am
"On opposing tbe bill? Yes.
sorry, but It la tny duty."
"Duty Γ sneered Wainwrlght "Your
'duty* wns done wben you vetoed the
That act made your position
bill.
clear and showed the public bow you

V

Churlcs fValnwriyht.
"I must," said Bennett "I cau't turn
back. Ob, Dallas," be added, dropping
bis voice till nouc but she could bear,
"can't you trust me—only till Friday'/
I'll come to you on Saturday morning
and tell you the whole miserable story
1 ouly ask you to wait until then
Please"—
"I see no need of waiting for an ex
planatlon," retorted Dallas aloud. "I

understand everything."
"But you don't understand:" insisted
Alwyn. "I"—
"I understand only too well," repeat
ed Dallas. Checking bis reply and li;
noriug the anguished appeal In his

eyes, she turned to Uibbs.
"I have kept you waiting long for
your answer, Mr. Oibbs." she said,
speaking in a level, tirin, emotionless
voice. "I am prepared to give it to
You have often
you now—publicly.
asked me if I would be your wife My
"
reply Is, 'Yes.'
"Dallas!" gasped Bennett in horrified

surprise.

CHAPTEK XII.

VVYX BEXXETT sat In his own
study at home in the biji Ben
nett house that remained as
almost tbe last landmark of
that solid middle nineteenth century
wealth and faebion which had once
dominated a neighborhood now given
over to office buildings and apartment

houses.
An hour and
Tbe hour was late.
more bad passed since tbe young may
or and bis mother had returned from
The house
tbe administration ball.
was silent, and even tbe usually busy
streets outside were wrapped In the
hush that never falls until after midnight and Is dispersed by the gray of
dawn. Late as It was AhvVii bad made
no move to discard his evening clothes
Alone he sat. his head resting between
bis crossed arms on the dûsk heron
him.
Motionless, Inert, hopeless, he bad re
malned there ever since bis arriva
But if his body was
from tbe ball.
Try
moveless, his brain was uwbirl.
as be would be could see no light It:

tbe tangle of events Into which his
town sense of right had plunged him
He saw tbe future stretching out be
fore him dreary and barren as a rainy-

sea.

Through all of his months of battling
he had ever struggled forward through
Increasing difficulties toward one bright
goal— Dallas' love. And uow that love
was snatched from his grasp, through
no fauit of his own, and bestowed ou a
man unworthy to kiss the hem of her
garment.
At e<-th step In the long climb Alwyu
had listed himself. "Would slit* approve?" And now through trying tt»
be worthy that approval he had for
ever lost It. for Dallas, he knew, had
not only rejected hliu and engaged herself to (îibbs, but had done si> with the
belief that Bennett was a heartless, unscrupulous Intriguer, undeserving of α

I

me."

brought

a

copy of it along with

"Well," asked Bennett Indlffereutly.
"what then?"
"Here's the copy of the report. Look
The crookedeet
it over for yourself.
Job ever pulled off In this city! Third
rate material, when the material called
ί or In the specifications was used at
all.
Granite shell filled with mortar

instead of solid granite; foundations
barely half the depth called for; Inferior tiles In place of fireproof ones;
cheap, crumbly Iron and steel Instead
of first quality—oh. there's fifty such
■ubstltutinue and frauds! It's the rawest, bummeet Job I ever heard of. if
any of the organization tried it nowadays the men who did It would be
Rearing ircrlpes in a week. Uraft hey?
Why youi father wa· the boss giafter
of the ceutury, the star graft getter of
the bunch!

He"—

"Hush! For God's sake, hush!" pouted Alwyn. "My mother sleeps only a
I"few rooms beyond.
"What do I care?" roared Horrigan
"Lot everybody hear.
In triumph.
The whole world Is going to h*ar It unless that Borough franchise bill goes
through. Beat that bill and every pa
per In the country will have that report

all,"

"And I'm lu earnest I've got you
where 1 want you."
"That doesn't Interest me. If you've
nothing else to say"—
"But I have," chuckled Horrlgan.
"When It came to a showdown between us two I put a staff of men to

looking up your record."
••You found nothing you could use.
Is that"—
"No; It Isn't even the beginning.
Then I remembered about your father."
"About my father?"
It grated on Bennett that bis dead
father's bonored name should be aoo-

How can you hesitate :i
second over such a question, one uinm
do right, no matter what the coum

^Tdo'tft
'""ïûu

know about that." he said

"
know It perfectly well.
what your father would have Λ.1ν·>.·«
an(1_ But. Alwyn. you surely are t.-

making yourself unhappy over a met.·
supposititious ease.'
"Well." he coutluued. 'let us taki
'mere

supposltiti ins

case

if

·»·>

Suppose, for Instance, that a man
1„k a position of trust had had

>

■»<·

>·

a Π
ther whose memory he honored and
revered us 1 do my own father s
"Yes?" prompted Mrs. Bennett .i

were

with

money!"

shadow of suspicion.
inline

uy

mue

me

uuiuuut.·»»

mieu

governorship,

a

future happy and glorl

oils.

Was he not a fool to hesitate? Hail
he not salved his conscience sufficiently by vetoing the Borough franchise
bill? Had he the right to bring tbl:·
new shame upon his mother's grn\
head? Where lay his highest duty?
The soft rustling of silk and a naml
laid in light caress upon bis head
aroused the miserable man from bb
reflections.
Bennett looked up to see his motbei
standing beside him. She had thrown
on a wrapper and in slippered feet had
stolen noiselessly Into the study.

"Alwyn!"

"He—ho proved what he Raid!"
"It Is a lie! A wicked. a!>ominable
lie!"
Would I
"It Is the truth, mother.
have told you such a thing would
Horrlgan have left this room alive—If
it were not true?'"
A silence—dreadful In Its Intensityfell over tbe room. Alwyn du red not
Vt lur-t eho spoke:
look at his mother.
"I must Know more. I refuse to beYon spoke of proofs.
lieve one word.

What are they?"
Without a word, Bennett handed her
For a
the report left by ilorriguu.
time silence brooded over the study,
broken only by the occasional turning
of a page of the report. Then, after
what seemed to Alwyn an eternity of
waiting, the document slid to the
floor
Bennett
glanced at his
She
mother.
s

w a

rigid,

cold

standing

her face
and hard

granite.
"Horrigan has

as

this
ferreted
he
said,
not daring to
draw nearer

out,"

or

proffer

com-

fort to the woman whom the
boss' disclosure
hud turned to
"I do not advint, I stone. "Ile has
command. Porlght!"
the
secured
proofs and says he will publish them
broadcast unless I withdraw my ορι>ο·
sifion in the Borough franchise matter. If I let that bill puss, Friday be

will burn the report, and"—
"There Is only one thing to do," interposed the mothe?, speaking with
slow decision, her voice aa cold and
colorless as her face. "Hlght must prevail, no matter what"—
"Mother!" cried Alwyn, trembling.
"You advise me to— You advise me"—
Do
"I do not advise, I command.

right!"

[το

be

cosTiifiriD.]

It I· Not Vary Difficult, According te
These Directions.
It is vpry simple to clean a clock,
which may sound rather absurd. For

an amateur It Is not always necessary
With a
to take the clock to pieces.
little care and patience and using some
benzine, a clean white rag, a sable
brush and some oil a clock cau be
cleaned and put lu first class running
The benzine should be clean
order.
and free from oil. You can test benzine by putting α little on the back of

the hand. If it Is good, It will dry off,
leaving the hand quite cleau, but If
any grease remains on the hand it is
uot fit to use.
The Ml should be of the very l>e.st
Vegetable oils
that can l»e procured.
should never be used. Clock oil can be

bought

re^

hie fortune—by—graft!"
"And you thrashed him and threw
him out of the house'/" she cried, her
old eyes ablaze.
"No."

CLEANING A CLOCK.

graft

Beuiu'tt scarcely heeded the
coarse
Insult,
nor did lie note
Η ο r r l g a n's
grunt of good"Thc clothe» on vour
^y aud the
buck were bought
cjmup of his deuUhgrnlt money!" p„rtiug feet on
the stairs. The young man sat. lost,
hopeless, horror grlpi»ed. bis ey*s running mechanically over the closely
typewritten pages of the euglueer's
port. Outsider as he was In matters or
practical business, Alwyn could see
that Horrigan had In no way exag
gerated the document's contents. He
knew, too, that the firm of engineers
who bad drawn up the report were
the foremost of their sort aud above all

Did he?"
have a right to know
Alwyn bowed his h?ad In silence.
"Tell me what he s;ild!"
"He said," muttered Bennett almost
ncoherently, "he said my father made

paused.

you please
about the bill
You're a fine
man to preach
about graft, you
are! The very
roof over your
head, the clothes
on your back,

from Ills brain, and in its place crept a
Uls
horrible conviction of the truth.
father—the gallant young soldier who
bad won a nation's applause in the
civil war—the man who. poor and un
aided, had built up a fortune against
keenest competition and had earned a
repute for sterling probity which bad
•ver been the delight and model of his
woman's
regard.
good
■on—this was the man whom a low
A rap at the door aroused Bennett
blackguard like Horrigan now had the
his
lifted
He
from his bitter thoughts.
to revile—a man appareutly no
head wearily and gave word to enter. right
better than the boss himself—than any
A drowsy servant came in with a card.
dishonest heeler in the organization!
"He says It's important business, sir."
And, as if it were not euougb that
"And he wishes to
said the footmau.
the idol of a lifetime were hurled,
see you at once. If possible."
crushed and defiled, from Its bright
"Show him up." answered Bennett,
pedestal, the family name must next
disturb
to
so
as
not
voice
his
dropping
be dragged through the mire of polithis mother, who slept on the same
ical filth and 111 repute and the dead
here."
him
will
see
tloor. "I
man's memory forever blasted. Either
A minute later Ilorrigan's bulky form
that or bis son must withdraw from
blocked the threshold.
the gallant fight be was waging against
"Queer time of night for a call." he
Civic corruption, for that Horrigan
observed casually, as he eutered uninwould carry out his threat and blazon
vited, closed the door behind hiui and
business forth to the world the story and proof*
"but
a
took
chair,
my
of the elder Bennett's shame Alwyn
wouldn't wait"
bad no doubt. With all his faults tinas
as
can/'
It
"Then state
you
briefly
boss was a man of hie word.
to
move
directed Bennett, making no
"Stop your fight against us," Horrl
rise or welcome his unbidden guest
gan had said, "and the report Is
"it Is very late, and I am tired."
burned."
"I've come to see you about our BorYes, the boss was a mnn of Ills word
bill."
ough
Even Bennett admitted thaL lie would
"So I supposed."
"You wou't call off your fight against fulfill bis promise in either event.
Listlessly Alwyn began to review
us?"
"That question Is hardly worth an- the case. On the one side a perliup·'
Quixotic "fight for an abstract principle
swering. No."
"1 tlwjught not. Well, Mr. Alwyn —a light whose reward was political
adored
Bennett. I've got you! I've got you! death, loss of the woman he
family shame that might crush hi*
Do you understand me?"
fragile old mother to the very grave
ι "Perfectly. Is that ull?"
mimicked the boss On the other wealth, honor, love, the
It alu't

"No.

^"Alwyn!

as

)

He"—
"You're tired, mother," Interrupted
Kennett in baste. "Won't you"—
"Walt!" she panted. "His visit here—
Alwyn!" her voice rising to a wail of
panic stricken appeal. "Did—did that
mail dare to hint anything against
I
Tell me the truth!
your father?

^

if It leads to heartbreak for tho. »
he loves, or whether he ought to Inconscience go by the board tor on« «·
and protect the happiness of his lo%«
even

to publish. Stop your tight against us
and the report is burled. That goes.
See?
Now, do

I

Ijnesty.

ImjI

f0°i "...

me.

l'ace the color bad been crusnea Dy
swift emotion that left it very
«•Id. pale and sunken.
"Mr. Korrigan!" she murmured. "It
was be who was your visitor tonight?
Surely he isn't the sort of a man to
rare about his father's reputation for
tome

Γ:ο·ί your druggist or Jeweler.
All loose dirt should be ret loved from
lb works by bloving w!:h I».Hows or
In
a f.:ii or dusting with a dry brush.
f; la 'ii r case great care should l>e ex*
e· ί ».l not to Injure any <>f the parts.
I>ip the brush in tin· benzine and clean
and spindle holes and the
tee in of the escapement wheel. After
wa.-hlng a part wipe the brush on the
This
::nd rinse In the benzine.

procured

the^plndlcs

Cynthia
0U|>|>Utttf

BUiut*

/

!

QurrUon.

uiir

ictii|iia

mui

ιυ

im

his position of trust, even as I
have lately been tempted, and threattn case of his refusal to make
ens
public certain facts which would prove
his dead father to have been a scoundrel. Now, what should the uian do?
Should he let his father's sabred memory be trampled in the mud. let his
trav

duty go by default and save"—
"It would l>e an awful responsibility

decide such a question." said Mrs
Bennett, with a little shudder, "but
there could be only one reply."
"And that is?"
"He must do his duty, be the results
to

what they may."
"You really think so?"
Right Is
"There can be no doubt.
right and"—
"It shall be as you «ay," groaned

Alwyn.

"What?" queried Mrs. Bennett, startled at the despair In his voice. "Do
you mean it Is an actual case? Some
friend of yours, perbap"?"
Benuett nodded.
"Oh. the poor, poor fellow!" she sym"What a terrible position
pathized.
It was he, perhaps, that 1
for htm!
beard talking to you In here Just now.
The
No wonder he seemed excited!
•Ins of the fathers shall be visited upon
the children even unto the"—
"It Is something less hard on the
children than on the wires," mused

Benuett. half to himself.
"The

wives?

»: ?

: <I

Your friend
That makes it

has

a

doubly
mother living?
hard. Oh, my sou, every day I thank
God in all humility that my husband

lived so blameless a life and left so
How grateful you
a name!
and I both ought to be for"—
"It Is easy enongh to decide for some
retorted
one you have never seen."
Bennett almost rudely, "but suppose
the dishonest man In my story had
been father and"—
"I refuse to suppose anything of the
sort!" Interrupted his mother indignantly, rising to her feet. "I wonder
that you can speak so! How can you

honored

horrible a thing?"
suggest
"Just a thoughtless, tactless speech
of mine. That's all," lied Alwyn. "It's
very late. You'll have a headache, I'm
afraid. Won't you go to bed?"
"Yes. It Is late, and I'm keeping you
I wish your
Good night, dear.
up.
so

friend"—
She checked herself suddenly, with a
Bennett, glanclnu up to
little gnep.
1er, saw that tier eyes wen; riveten on
bit of pasteboard lying on the corner
•if his desk directly beneath the read
:ug lamp.
It was Horrigan's card.
Slowly the mother's gaze shifted
from the card to her ton. From her

be

repeated frequently

until no

dirt is seen.
W lieu the do !; L is dried oil the spindle holes ca;vfull/. This may be done
with a too'hpkk er a silver of wood
cut i.i a line pulnt. Oil the tooth of the
ment wheel slightly, using ti tine
esc
brush.—Popular Mechanics.
liMM'C

Τήβ Warning Signait.
A Boston physician tells u story of a
youngster of his own that an overstrenuous vacation nad put on the Hick
list.
The father had an appropriate
prescription tilled and left the bottle
with the child's mother. As she, however, is very forgetful, he gave her a
chart and suggested that she set down
the hours when the medicine should
bo given, checking off each dose as
taken. Upon returning from his evening calls, however, he found the chart
blank.
"Good gracious, Mary!" he exclaimed. "Surely you haven't failed to give
Tom his medicine?"
I did not miss a single
"Oh, no.
time," his wife assured him.
"How in the world did you remember It without the chart?" he asked.
She smiled.
I Just told Torn
"That was easy.
this morning at what hours he was to
have it. and half an hour before each
time he would begin hallooing that he
wouldn't take It."—Philadelphia Ledger.

Spirit of the Open Life.
The great charm of scenery and the
country life Is the moral feeling that
This has prevaileeemg to pervade It.
ed through all English literature from
Chaucer to Wordsworth and down to
our own times.
It has cast Its spell
over almost all of our Canadian poets,
who have wooed nature In her most secret haunts and studied her minutest
ca prices.—M on t rea I Witness.
Sized Him Up.
Briggs—I have made a will leaving
my brain to the hospital and Just got
un

acknowledgment

ties.

Griggs—Were

from the authori-

they

Briggs—They wrote that
helps.—Illustrated Bits.
City

Certainly

Man

pleased?

every

little

Would.

(to villager)—Wouldn't It

open your eyes to look across at that
lot there and see oue of our city skyscrapers covering It?
Village ManWaal, I guess 1 would, seeln' as I've
got twenty head o' cattle grazin' there.

-Bohemian.

One cannot talk constantly wltboutl
foolish things.—Chicago
ord-IIerald.
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—#1 JO a year If paid strictly In advance.
Otherwise 93.00 a year. Single copie· 4 cent·.
All legal advertisements
ADTtimuxim :
are riven three coaiectlTe Insertions for 91 JO
per Inch la length of column. Special contracts
made with local, transient and yearly advertia
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New type, tut presses, electric
Job Paum»·
power, experienced workmen and low price·
*hl» department of our bual
ma>
oombloe to
aeaa complete aud popular.
•I1I«LE COPIES.
cenla
Single Copie· of the Democrat are four
aach They will be mailed on receipt of price by
of
the
convenience
patron·
the publisher· or for
jingle copie· of each Imuc have been placed on
•ale at the following place.» In the County :
ShurtleS '· Drug Store.
Sooth Pari·,
Norway,
Noyé·' Drug Store.
Stone'· Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Poatmaater.
BuckfleM,
Mrs. Har'ow. Poet Ofioe.
Parla Hill,
Samuel T. White.
Weat Parla,
P. A. Shurtleff à Co.

William H. Taft,
of Ohio.

For Vice-President,

JAMES S. SHERMAN,
of New York.

Coming Events.
Oct. 13—Supreme Judicial Court, South Parle.
Oct. W-ί»— Annual meeting of Oxford Association
of I'atveraalUts, West Paris.
Oct. »-31— Maine Teachers' Association, Port
land.
A D V KUT1SKM Κ NTS.

Sulk and Coat·.
Veterinary RemediesHone Blanket·.
Fall and Winter Line.
For Fall Wear.
A Famous Beauty Specialist.
Everybody Will Wear Specs.
The Country (jentleman.
3 Notice· of Bankruptcy.

PREAMBLE.

We, the Maine Woman's Christian
Temperance Union, in thirty-fourth anlift our
nual convention assembled,
hearts in thanksgiving to Almighty God.

who throughout the year, has vouchsafed us such notable victories. And in
gratitude to Him that He has permitted
us to assist in bringing such victories to
a deeper
pass, we pledge ourselves to
consecration and a more efficient service
deliver
humanity from
in our efforts to
the curse of alcohol.
OCB VANTAGE OBOl'ND.

Conscious that to-day is the brightest
and best in the history of our organization, that never before has there been
a time when we have possessed such
power and influence for good.
Resolved, That we will use this high
as

a

stepping-stone

to

better service and higher achievement,
pressing on with patience and perseverance and with no abatement of endeavor, until God shall give the com-

plete victory.

TOTAL ABSTINENCE.

Since it is self-evident that un'versal
total abstinence means the annihilation
of the drink evil.
Resaolved, That we, a great body of
total abstainers, will continue to place
strong emphasis upon the first principle
of the Woman's Christian Temperance
Union, not only by example but by all
our powers of persuasion and every possible means of iustruction.
PROHIBITION.

Resolved, That we rejoice that Maine
still leads as she has led for the past 50
years, and that in the defeat of resubmission at the great convention held in
Bangor last June and emphasized at the
polls Sept. 14, we behold one more victory for the prohibitory law of Maine.
Resolved, That we feel eccouraged by
the stand taken by our state in electing
•o many officials who are publicly pledged to enforce the temperance laws and
we will exert our influence to help and
sustain them whenever and wherever

possible.

DKPABTSIKN'T WORK.

Resolved, That as heretofore we express our confident belief in the wisdom
of prosecuting our work under the
heads, organization, prevention, educational, social, legal and evangelistic
work, and urge our unions to carry on
as many departments as possible.
WOBK WITH THE YOl'NO.

Seeing, as we do to-day, the splendid
fruits of past seed sowing in work with
the boys and girls in the Loyal Temperance Legion and through the Scientific Temperance instruction in schools,
Such results
we are made to rejoice.
can but determine us to continue this
work of education with greater earnestness and more truly consecrated zeal to
the end that total abstinence for the individual and prohibition for the natiou
shall be the intelligent choice of thd^eople. Therefore, we again resolve to
help the children and yonths to know
the truth that the truth may make them
free.
PEACB AND ΑΒΒΙΤΒΛΤΙΟΝ.

That we favor referring all
international differences to the Hague
Court for settlement, in order to avert
method of
the cruel and barbarous
physical welfare.

Resolved,

ηΛ«ιναΐ9&.

Resolved, That, believing equal suf-

frage is just

right, we will not cease
to educate, agitate, and work until full
women of
franchise is granted the
and

Maine.

Parti Hill.

First Baptist Church, Bev. β. W. T. HH, pa μ
tor.
Preaching every Sao daτ at 10:40 a. l LI
Sunday School at 13. Sabbath evening servie e
T. P. 3. C. E. Tuesday evenlni
at 7».
Fraye» Meetin»Thureday evening at 7 30. Co?
nant Meeting the lut rrlday before the li *
Sunday of the month at 330 P. κ. AU ni it I
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.

hoven
Sec·-»1. B. Merrill.
Τ"···—A. W. Blchardeon.
W" Herrlck· c· p· Plngree, E. H.

I SmithBC"~A

Sergeant of Guani-F. B. Bartlett.
0,.lbe Guard—A. W. Herrlck.
£i?rp?rîkl
Chaplain—A. L. Morgan.
Color Sergeant—Harry Inman.
Guard-George 8mlth.
fcamp
Picket Guard—Per ley Andrew·.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter E. Twitchei JI
B.
have been spending a few days visitin j The officers were Inatalled by W.
Α,βί»ι»ηί Secretary, assisted
Durin *
in Portland and Kennebunk.
The Intheir absence they purchased a nei r by W. H. MoCann, Die. Com.
sanation waa public, after which all enpiano with which to surprise thel r
followed
which
were
the
speeohee
daughter Velma—and it was a very joj I joyed
by refreehmenta.
ful surprise to her.
Edwards has given a very
k·
hand
The Thayer Brother· sold two
Iartistic iron fence which has been placed
some yokes of yearling steers last weel t
around the soldiers' monument and
to a Mr. Jones, to go to Connecticut I
adds much to its beauty.
The steers were exhibited at the coue I
wer® P,M«d to see Mr. Mark
be
ty fair, and took premiums, one yoke
Chandler of Norway. Mr. Chandler was
ing awarded first premium as beat year station
agent here for the G. T. R. for
ling steers, and the other yoke secom I
I many years. He baa recently accomDurham
as
yearlings.
grade
premium
hie family to Denver for a visit
Dr. and Mrs. Augustus S. Thayer ο f I panied
Portland were guests at Elmhurstove r I with friends, returning last week.
Hayes, a former station agent
Sunday.
frienda. He
Miss Laura Cole gave a birthday part; r I here, haa been calling upon
Panama and will soon relast Friday evening to a number of he r I is stationed at
with hie wife ·»* ,itt,e son.
friends. Music, games and refreshment 1
corn shop is being
corn a*
made up a very delightful evening. Th
»
u
labeled. A "rush order" for 0,500 cases
Hammond
Faustena
were
present
guests
A ComAnnie Parris, Susie Chas^ May Bennett came from J. M. Thompson
have
Wilma Robinson, Mamie Slattery, Jobi i P»ny, Philadelphia. Two carloads
already been shipped and the whole seaCole, Benjie Doe and Bert Cole.
William E. Atwood has been electee I son s pack has been sold and will be
as soon as it can be labeled.
delegate from BowdOin College to thi "hipped
National Convention of Delta Upsiloi 1 p.,® c°ra was a" of superior quality.
Fifty thousand gallons have been packed
which meets in Swarthmore, Penn., Oct
and the season was one of the most sue22, 23 and 24.
the management has ever known.
M re. Nathaniel Lord of Bangor an< I cesfiful
The Bethel fair has been the great
Mrs. Ε. H. Guyer of Rock Island, III.
question of interest the past week The
are guests at Elmhurst.
is th > usual dance at Odeon Hall was well atMrs. Swan of Milford, Mass
tended and Stearns' Orchestra of Norway
guest of her brother, Admiral Henry W
gave a first class concert before the
Lyon, at Lyonsden.
Mr. and Mrs. John Pierce and Mis: nance.
M. E. harvest fait and supper ThursMary A. Pierce went to Boston on th î
day next.
excursion Monday morning.
Miss Annie Parris went Monday mom
Hebron.
ing to the Central Maine Qeneral Hos
Mr and Mrs. Wealey Wheeler and
an operation foi
for
Lewiston
at
pital
daughter of Bethel visited relatives
appendicitis. It was a sudden am I little
here recently.
severe attack.
Mies Effie Green ia in town for a while.
Greenwood.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Cum m Inge returnfrom Waterford Sunday, where they
It was several years ago that so m
amateur scientist prophesied the worl< I attended the fair.
ia at Rum'ord
was drying up, aud in ten million years
if our memory Las run correctly, th i Palls visiting her eon and daughter,
The Ladies' Circle supper Tuesday
earth would part with its last drop ο ι
As might be expected ther
evening was a pleasant affair.
water.
were those who were inclined so pok 9
delegation from Z. L. Packard W.
η
R.
C. was entertained by the W R C at
fun at the idea, but still if that sam
man should show up now and put us ii ι Mechanic Falls Tuesday.
Dr. Crane, Principal Sargent and eight
mind that "I told you so," possibly som »
would take it more seriously. Layin, ? or ten others attended the Baptist conaside joking and coming down to facti vention at Rumford Falls last week,
Mrs. J D. Sturtevant is visiting her
which are indeed stubborn things, i t
must be admitted that the earth, or thi s son, Fred Sturtevant.
Mise Chesley and her sister, Mrs. BetMeet ion of it at any rate, is the dryest i t
has been within the memory of the old
ney Jordan, are stopping a while at their
est inhabitant, assuming that to be th &1 old home.
Rev Dr. Gifford of Brookline, Mass.,
proper term to use, and it remains to b »
seen bow long it is to continue thus, an II gave a lecture here Wednesday evening.
ant* ^re* David Cumminge are
growing more so every day.
Jack Frost got in some of his bee
visiting friends in Turner and Auburn.
work recently, and while it had the el
Denmark.
feet to kill off the new crop of blacl c
Mr. Chadburn Rand and wife have arflies and mosquitoes, it drove myriads ο f
other flies into the bouse, and nothing ί rived at the home of his father here from
but tanglefoot can keep them thinne 11 Massachusetts.
of corn at the corn shop
out.
fo r will finish Monday, the 12th.
After combating consumption
^'ara K. Belcher has been apthree months it finally accomplished it
deadly work on Mrs. Lily Day last Fr pointed an agent for the town of Denday as before noticed. She was a grea t mark by the California Perfume Co.
The Eddie Errickson Comedy Co. gave
sufferer during the last few weeks, bu t
in Odd
endured it all like a true Christian, an
7,ery Phasing entertainment
2.
Saturda
without a word of complaint.
dne8i'ay evening, the
7th
afternoon Mr. McKinsey offered praye
Mr. Harold Perkins has purchased a
and a few remarks, after which th »
undertaker, Alva Andrews, took th 9 hirge Stanley auto touring car.
Water is a very scarce article in the
remains to the Pond, where they wer )
put on the cars and carried to Yai town of Denmark at the present time.
mouthville, her former home, accom
East Bethel.
panied by her husband, who left hi s
J. L. Holt visited Lewiston aad
childreu in the care of Cora Morgan am
Mrs. Newton Bryant. Monday, Mr. Da; τ I Mechanic Falls last week.
returned taking his sister along with hir •I Mrs. A. M. Bean has returned from a
I week's visit with relatives at Berlin
where he will remain for a while.
And now it is Lvman Herrick who i * ι Ν. H.
Swan of Lynn, Mass.,
the lucky man. The other day be wen
into the woods chopping, and during th » 1 visited here last week.
day shot two yearling*·, both does, am I I Mr. H. E. Bartlett is doing mason
just fat enough to make good easy eai work for Dr. Gehring at the village.
Mr. Nelson Bartlett has gone to Aroosing.
More charming than ever, if possible I took Co. where he is in the potato busith
as
forests now,
M ness.
are the variegated
Bean and Ο. B. Farwell are doing
*
sun shines upon them in all hissplendoi
and if distance doesn't "lend enchant -1 threshing round here. They use a gasoment to the view," neither does it d< -1 line engine.
tract from it.
Sumner.

1^®™®^!?*·

J

„LFrl!nde

n»*|d

,u;nutbere

th· loss of one of its earliest and oldest
members, one who in the early days of
the order worked for its interests and
advancement, and one who, in her later
life, still held her interest in the order,
and attended Its meetings when health
and circumstances would permit. Therefore
Resolved, It is with sorrow that Paris
Orange recogoizes its loss in the parsing
away of its aged and respected sister;
and would extend sympathy to the
family and friends of the deceased. And
further
Resolved, That in token of respect our
charter and altar be draped for thirty
days; the·· resolutions be placed in our
records; and a copy i* sent to the Oxford Democrat for publication.
Mas. J. S. Bbown, ) Committee
on
L. S. Swan,
) Resolutions.
S. K. Jackson,

AVNlcho,e

\
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'.Mr.
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I

J wM"Lha

McPherson

WillCordwell has returned from hi I Mrs. W. F. Bonney.

is

working

for

South Paris.
visit to his brothers
I Robert W. Morrill and wife of WorHannah Emmons is is at work to
cester, Mass., visited bis brothers, G. C.
Mrs. James Powers at Bryant's Pond I and J. H. Morrill, a few days last week,
wor
to
has
to
the
Empire
gone
Lucy
I also called on other relatives and old
fur Mrs. Pulsifer.
I friends.
Will Grover and John McAllister ar
George Dyer and wife of Norway
hauling boxes from Waterford to th visited their sons, J. L. and W. L. Dyer
corn shop at West Paris, making thei
and their daughter, Mrs. Leland An,aet week. also called
stopping place at Will Yates*.
Lurve
?
A sheep belonging to John
old friends and neighbors.
11on
lam
with
her
to
was turned out
pasture
uicKvaie.
this spring and was taken out Wedneo
lamb about two day *
with
another
The postmaster at West Peru baa sent
day
old.
in bin resignation on account of poor
Mrs. Chas. Marshall and daughtei • health. Two petitions are in circulation
Mrs. Hill, called on friends here Tues
for a new postmaster. One for G. Ernest
day.
Goding and the other for Joseph A. PutAlice Penley has been visiting be r nam.
brother Walter the past week.
Report says that Leon Mclntire shot
Emma Burke attended Bethel fai r one deer and L. R. Morrill two.
at

!I

,:Λ fewJday8

Wednesday.

Church fair and eutertainmeut at th 9

City Thursday.

Seneca Luce, who has charge of the
for Lowell, went

apple packing business
to Sumner to-day.

Bert Davis of Woodstock is logging
with a* small crew near Tumbledown
Dick.
Rev. D. S. Hibbard of Gorbam was i )
Mrs. Jennie Willoughby and Mrs.
town lut week a few days calling on bi „
Edith Child of Dizfleld visited Mrs. R.
friends and former parishioners who al
S. Tracy last Thursday.
ways are pleased to greet him. It i ,
Mrs. Will Dixon of Farmington, N.
pleasant to know tbat the amicable rela
H., is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Benard
tions existing between pastors and pec
Putnam.
pie is still strong and abiding. A lette r
During my vacation I visited some of
from Rev. Oilman Rice from Tamwortk
the
best people in Woodstook with
X. H., a former pastor, expresses hi à
love and respect for his old friends an } whom I used to associate before I ever
thought of being a rural carrier, and
speaks of his seven years1 pastorate 1 } found
them still getting an honest living
Sumner as the happiest years of his life
and laying by something for a rainy day.
Rev. S. C. Eaton, the
East Sumner.

present pastoi

a

Resolutions.
Whereas, In the death of Sister Sarah
Pratt, Paris Orange is called to mourn

long tin· the people of onr com-

fire company has been organized,
a nose purchased to attach to the (team
Commander-Ε. C. Vandenkerckpump at the mill of the Parle Manufac-

I

is much admired for his faithful labor
and genial companionship, and has th
desire for all posof all irrespective of creed.
sible information regarding our work respect
Rev. F. M. Lamb of the Baptist Sc
renders it imperative that each White
is also very popular with the pec
Ribboner should subscribe for and read ciety
the Union Signal and the Star in the pie.
Preaching services are now held 1
East. That we recommend the use of
town with hopeful results.
the Crusader Monthly not alone in the
R G. Stephens and wife attended th ,
home but in the public school and the
meetings of the Baptist convention a t
School.
Sunday
Rumford Falls last week.
COUBTKSIKS.
Geo. A
Lester E. Robinson and
Resolved, That we extend our warm- Chandler are serving as jurymen a t
Paris court.
eat thanks to the Rockland W. C. T. U.
for their untiring efforts in our behalf,
Ray Palmer and Carl Stephens are tak
for
their
Rockland
and to the citizens of
(ng a commercial course of study a t
unstinted hospitality; to the press for Portland.
Allie Irish is visiting relatives i
excellent reporta of the convention; to
railroad and steamboat officials for re- Massachusetts. His sister Georgia i
duced rates; to the First Baptist church; stopping with Mrs. Rebebca Russell.
Rev. James Norcross of Massachusett β
to those who have furnished special
music; to the faithful pages, and to all has been in town calling on relatives wh )
others who have in any way contributed are always pleased to weloome him.
to the suocess and pleasure of the convention.
Locke's MHIs.
9TATK AND NATIONAL PAI'KRS.

Resolved, That

For a

j m good

Commander—r. L. Edward·
Senior Vice Commander—F. T. Bean.

?

Resolutions of Maine W. C. T. U.

vantage ground

nr.m^JnT,?ethel

Ίι

For President,

NSW

baa beeo

|

Mrs. Ruth Young and Mrs. Georg
Woodsum visited relatives at Mt>chani
Falls last week.
Mr. H. E. Fiske and family attende
Waterford fair.
Mrs. Abbie Trask visited Mrs. Willart
Cobb at West Paris last Friday.
There were services at the Unioi
church, Oct. 4. Rev. C. F. Parsons, pre
siding elder of the Methodist churcb
delivered a fine sermon. There will b
services again Oct. 18.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Bryant, Helei
Bryant and Lola Foster attended th
funeral of Mr. Bryant's mother at Miltoi
last Wednesday.
Services were con
ducted by Rev. D. R. Ford of Wee
Paris. Burial at East Rumford.
The funeral services of the late Grove
Thomas were held at his home Thuri
day morning attended by Rev. Mr. Bang
hart of Bethel.

West Buckfield.

rubber suits "Tor the hosemen, a truck
for the ladders, etc., and the people of
our town have deoided to give them a
First
grand benefit entertainment.
there will be a supper from 5:30 to 7:30,
consisting of baked beans, coffee, salads,
West Paris
cold meats and pastry.
Grange has kindly offered the use of
their dining ball for this whloh waa accepted. Price of supper tickets 20 cents,
children under 1*2,10 cents. In the evening a first-class entertainment will be
given which promisês to be one of the
The popular
season.
best for the
oomedy, "The Village Post Office," will
be played by some of the best local talent
in town, the entire cast including over
forty characters. The play represents a
combination of country store and village
post office with the people who come in
dnring An evening. Cast of characters
as follows:
J. K. Brock.
William Jones, Postmaster.
Mildred F. Davis.
Jeruehy Jones, his wife,
toned
tbelr
Jones,
daughter
blgh
Elyzabythe
just home from boarding school,
as

TUlse

Lily

P. Price.

Henry Jones, tbelr «on, a green country
Ellsworth D. Curtis.
boy,
C. F. Harden.
Colonel Gibson, big story teller,
Joseph Robinson, bigger story teller,
«
Geo. H Jones.
Silas Hardhack, stilt bigger storyteller,
L. M. Irish

Frank L. Willis.
Deacon Slocum, horse trader,
Cora D Lurvey.
Llry Ann Slocum, his wife,
Hetsy VVlnslow, dressmaker, Mrs. Phlla Davie.
Rev. Tobias Dusenberry,
Earle Adams.
Doctor Dolltver,
Reuben Rlckcr, who stutters,
Zeke Mines, who Isn't very bright,
Carroll A. Bacon.
Susan Smith, who helps Mrs. Jones,
Miss Annie Stoebr.
E. L. Wood.
Lee Sing, a Chinaman,
Widow Gray,
Mrs. Joseph Robinson,

Mrs. Anna W. White.

Mary Ann Stedman, deaf, Mrs. Ada B. Harden.
Mandy Baker, believer in Woman's Rights,
Mrs. Agnes A. Brock.
Jo>< Baker, her meek husband,
C. E. Chase.
R. Merton Hammond.
Patrick O'Mulllgan,
Laura M Barden.
Delilah Martin,
Mrs. Brlggs, recently from the city,

Mrs. Lena M. Chase.

hospital.

a

Norway Lake.
Mrs. A. D. Kilgore is quite ill now.
C. A. Stephens, M. D., is in Boston for
few days.

Mrs. C. E. Boober has been visiting in
Gilead.
Mrs. Lydia Rounds of South Paris was
here the 6th calling on friends.
Eugene Flood and wife of Farmiqgton
are here visiting relatives.
Mrs. Will Flood and little son returned to ber borne in Farmington the 7th.
C. A. Flint has purchased an automobile.
The friends of the evangelists, Mr.
Say ford and Mr. Smith, were very glad
to s«e them the 7th.

Ben Brlgga brought a fin· book deer
from the Summit Saturday wbioh weighed 210 pound· after being dreaeed.
Mr. and Mr·. Lewi· Irish of Bumford
and Mr. and Mr·. Luther Irlah of Weit Class Him as
Pari· were with Mr. and Mrs. H. A.
Gentleman.
Irieh oyer Sunday.
S. C. Witbington baa returned from
Caribou where be baa been employed
during the aummer, and baa entered the
HIS
employ of G. S. Childa, taking the place
of A. H; Cobb.
Mr. Benjamin Spaulding returned
Declare He I· Broad Minded and
Wednesday from Caribou where he baa
Represents Ideal· of Boat Statesmanbeen viaiting, accompanied by hia brother, W. C. Spaulding.
ship—A Bishop's Opinion of tho ReThe newly elected and appointed
publican Nominee.
offloera of Evening Star Lodge. F. and
Paat
installed
were
M
▲.
by
•'Becxiuse he IB the highest type of
duly
Master F. B. Dyer on Monday evening.
the Christian gentleman."
Mra. H. F. Rawson visited friends in
This is the way in which I heard
Meohanlo Falls Thuraday and Friday of
the pastor of a Methodist church in
thla week.
end an argument with
Rev. and Mrs. F. M. Lamb, Mr. and southern Illinois
Mra. A. F. Warren, C. H. Prince and α luyuian ou the train'coming over
Miaaea Sarah Barrett and Georgia Dean here from St. Louie, rays the Washattended the Baptiat convention at Rum- ington correspondent of the 8t. Louis
ford Falla Wednesday and Thursday.
Globe-Democrat in a dispatch to his
Harry Holmea baa moved into the paper from Cincinnati. The dispateh
rent over C. S. Childs' store.
continues. The layman, paying due reA sheet and pillow caae ball waa held
to the cloth of his opponent, was
at Nezinscot Hall Friday evening. A spect
that be should
good number were preaent. Muaic was trying to convince him
not support Mr. Taft for the presifurnished by Holmea' Orchestra.
Greenleaf Spauldlag baa been in town dency and instead should vote for his

Christian

HEADQUARTERS

FREQUENT

daring

the week

ancee.

Highest Type of

renewing old acquaint· Democratic opponent.

Bryant's Pond.
Mr. D. A. Cole, carrier on route No. 1,
la viaiting in Boston and Worceater.

Reuben M. Whitman is again ill with
spinal trouble, the result of injuries received last winter.
A special t^wn meeting will be held
this month to take action on the bequest
of the late Eleanor Whitman, who left
$6000 to the town for a public library.
There was a committee meeting Monday evening to consider the hotel proposition. Some forty-five hundred dollars
A gentlehas already been subscribed.
man from Peterson, N. J., who owns a
summer cottage here, deairee to lease
the house and guaranteea so much rental
for three years.
It would aeem that
tbia would really be a paying inveatment
to stockholders, and besides a modern
hotel must be a great help and benefit to
the whole town.
Ε. H. Cole is making extonsive repairs

The churchman
defended ibe principles of the Republican party aud. as indicated, defended
the man for whom he said be expected
to rote from bis personal standpoint of
s churchman, "because he Is the highest type of a Christian gentleman."
It gave me a new Idea about Mr.
Taft. It seemed to answer some of the

criticisms I had heard of the Republican candidate and bis creed. In recent years the Democratic candidate
has interlarded his well paid Chautauqua lectures with Sunday sermons
before religious and semireliglous soIt seems that be bas made
cieties.
the most of this Influence In this campaign, and I was curious to discover
on my arrival here whether there was
support from the church and semireligious elements In the country for

Claudius, her son,
Maynard Chase.
Norah Cassldy, Mrs. Brlggs' hired girl,
the Republican nominee.
Mrs. Eva M. Swift.
Jonathan Abner, Cynthia Abner, who have
My arrival In this connection could
visited the city,
have been better timed. As I ennot
the
on
hia
dining
house, enlarging
Mr. Willis, Mrs Mabel A. Mann.
room and chamber.
tered the office of Mr. Taft's privât·
Martha Reynolds, who knows the news,
Mrs. Genevra G. Tuell.
Mrs. Ida E. Gooch of Yarmouth Junc- secretary Friday I saw Bishop J. C.
Francis St Clair Blgelow, book agent,
tion has been visiting her uncle Stephen Hart sell of the Methodist Episcopal
Wirt McKenney.
Rowe.
Children :
church emerging from a conference
Harold Perham
Henry Wlthrow,
Mrs. Hannah Irish, who resides with
The bishop, I knew,
with Mr. Taft.
Tena Kimball.
Katie Dusenberry,
H.
is
her
Mrs.
J.
very
Davis,
daughter,
Annie Goodwin,
Clara Bacon.
has episcopal supervision over the
»
Hobble Robinson,
Robert Churchill. feeble.
work of his great church In Africa.
Madge Tuell.
Mangle Robinson,
Msttie Tuell.
Jennie Brown,
Lovell.
Ho has l>een so engaged for the pait
Johnnie Dolltver,
Roy Toung.
Β. E. Brown of Lovell, and W. D. twelve years and has met and formed
Helen Dexter.
Mary Slocum,
There will be vocal and instrumental Moulton took parties from here in their the acquaintance of many leading men
music and cute songs and specialties by automobiles to Bethel fair Wednesday.
not only In Africa, but in Europe and
The new braas band organized here and
Entertainment
some of the children.
America. Flis acquaintance and influbegins at 7:45. Tickets 25 cents. Under mostly_of new players is making good ence within the Methodist church are
12 years, 15 cents. Reserved seats on progress.
Mrs. Almira Fox is very sick at pres- second to those of few men, as he waa
sale at Sburtleff's drug store at 35 cents.
an officer of the soThere will be a dance after the play. ent and owing to her age there is not for fifteen yeurs
much hope of recovery.
ciety which founded and now mainI Tickets 25 cents per couple. RefreshRev. F. H. Reeves and family have re- tains a system of Institutions of learnments served at intermission.
Children
under β years of age admitted to both turned from their visit at Portland.
ing among both white and colored
Mr. Andrew Wentworth, a former
and entertainment free. If
in the southern states. He came
supper
people
weather or traveling is unfavorable the resident of this place, was brought here to Induce Mr. Taft to make a speech
entertainment will be repeated on Thurs- for burial Wednesday. He died at the
of which
home of hie daughter, Mrs. Wentworth, in Chicago before a society
day evening, Oct. 22. Reserved seat
the bishop's son, Rev. M. C. Hartzell,
tickets not used Wednesday will be good in East Conway.
Mrs. W. C. Baesett has gone to Frye- is president.
Thursday. The fire company need the
the school year to board her
It seemed odd to attempt to Interproceeds and your patronage is solicited. burg for
The committee chosen to arrange for the two daughters, who are at Fryeburg view a churchman of his prominence
Academy.
entertainment was:
on a political question at the headMiss Jennie M. Brown.
quarters of the Republican candidate,
Brownfield.
East
Mrs. John B. Brock.
I asked hiin for hls'vlew of Mr.
Kirs. Levi Shedd.
An unusually enjoyable harvest sup- but
Taft and the support of him by ChrisStage manager, J. E. Brock.
per was served by the Congregational
Circle at Bradbury Hall Oct. 7. During tian people. He answered very readily:
Supper committee:
Mrs. J. Frank Reed.
the evening a social was held in which
"The American people are to be conMrs. E. W. Penley.
many took part. The hall was attractive- gratulated upon the fact thut whether
Mrs. Levi Shedd.
ly decorated with jack-o'-lanterns and Mr. Tu ft or Mr. Bryan is elected presAt the annual business meeting of the
autumn leaves.
ident of the United States they will
Universaliet Good Will Society WednesThe W. C. T. U. met with Mrs. Julia
of
last
week
the
day evening
following Bean Oct. 0th. The Brownfield Union have a man at the head of the nation
officers were elccted for the coming is in a
who Is not only clean in moral characvery prosperous condition and
and exyear:
much effective work in its various ter, but whose pen and speech
doing
President—Mrs. L. C. Bates.
lines.
ample an» always for the best Ideals
Mrs. Levi Shedd.
Vice·Près
One of the most brilliant social events of our civilization as represented In the
Sec —Mrs. L. M. Mann.
Assist. Sec—Mrs. Dora M. Jackson.
of the season occurred at Bradbury Hall teachings of the Christian church."
Treas.—Miss Delia H. Lane.
Oct. 10, when a reception was tendered
The bishop thought for a moment
The society is in excellent financial to Rev. S. M. Albarian, the popular
Hnd then continued: "On some theobad
who
has
Armenian
minister
standing.
young
from both. As
The Methodist society will have their charge of the Congregational church logical ]>olnts I dlfTer
suppose Mr.
a good Presbyterian I
annual harvest dinner and supper on the past summer.
of 'diMr. and Mrs. Will Moulton of Boston Bryan assents to the doctrine
Thursday, Oct. 29, at Centennial Hall.
vine decrees,' which teach that from
They have a reputation for excellont are guests of Mrs. Will Johnson.
food aud will merit generous patronage.
Mrs. Hannah Stickney has returned all eternity It has been fixed who
Dr. and Mrs. F. E. Wheeler, Merton H. from Sebago where she spent the sum- should be saved and who should be
Hammond and others are away for the mer.
lost. I do not so read Scriptures. Mr.
week on the Boston excursion.
Eddie Walker is recovering from hia
Taft, I understand, Is one of the EdMrs. F. S. Farnum bad an attractive recent serious illness.
ward Everett Hale type, believing that
Geo. Kennison and wife have been
display of hats and millinery at her openChrist was a divinely perfect man
la
not
ing the first of last week.
who
his
brother
Andrew,
visiting
whose precepts and life on earth are
The aged mother of Mr. A. C. Per· in good health.
ham, who has for several years been livthe key to mau's salvation In time and
Oxford.
ing upstairs in his house, has been quite
eternity. With the church I believe
ill for several days.
The farm buildings of Alton Perkins that in that perfect man dwelt the diMrs. D. W. Gray has been on the sick on Allen Hill were burned Thursday. A
vine nature."
list for a week. She is attended by Dr. part of the furniture was saved and a
Applying his discussion in a practiΟ. K. Yates.
The
cow and some pigs were burned.
continued:
Mrs. Orren Tubbs and Mrs. Addle buildings were insured in the Harrison cal way, Bishop Hartzell
"Which of these men I shall vote for
Evans visited Mrs. Frank L.
Willis Mutual Co.
several days last week.
Mrs. Ernest Hall and children of Au- will not be decided by their religious
Mrs. A. D. Coburn is visiting at Shaw- gusta have been visiting Mrs. Hall's beliefs, but what they are as men and
mut for a week.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Hayes.
by the principles and policies they
Mr. John Mattherson, who worked
Horace A. Hall and wife of Bridgton stand for In the administration of the
last winter on the special extra engine visited relatives here Thursday.
government. I believe that In acting
which was kept here for an assistant by
Mrs. Webster Turner and Misa Clara
this view, as an American citithe G. T. R. R., has returnod with the Barrows have returned from a week's upon
zen. I am In harmony with the spirit
of
the
same
work
visit in Hebron.
expectation
having
of our rettiie winter. He has moved his family
Fred Hayes has been quite sick with and purpose of the founders
into Mrs. Kingman Churchill's bouse at rhedtaiatism.
public, who put Into the constitution
from T. A. Robert* thut there should be 'no religious test
A
Trap Corner.
—
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who baa been spending a vacation at
Berlin, Ν. H., was recently a guest of
Rev. I. S. Macduff and sung solos at the
morning and evening service at the
Universalist cburcb Oct. 4.
The grange dinner and sapper was
well patronized and there was a sociable
in their hall in the evening.
Mr. Herbert Fuller, who sold his house
on Pioneer Street to George Howe, has
gone to Dickvale and Mr. Howe has
moved into his new purchase.
Walter Ruwe has moved from Snow's
Falls into the rent in Will Berry's bouse
vacated by Mr. Hbwe.
L. MT Irish and family have been
spending a week at Ruckfleld.
The Oxford Universalist Association
will meet here Oof. 28th and 20th.
R. H. Gates left Wednesday for a few
weeks1 visit with relatives in Halifax,
Nova Scotia. His brother, W. D. Gates,
of Mt. Vernon, will meet him at Augusta and accompany him on the trip.

John 0. Thome of North Auburn is
the guest of hie daughter, Mrs. J. G.
Richards.
Mrs. W. L. Harlow is at West Auburn
with her daughter, Mrs. Edson Merrill.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Elwood of SkowBrownfleld.
began are on a week's visit with his
There was a campflre and other exerparents, Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Elwood.
cises at G. A. R. Hall Oct. 3d. Dinner
Mrs. G. H. Warren of North Buck field was served
by the Relief Corps. Memis with her daughter, Mrs. Harry Buck,
bers from the G. A. R. Posts of Hiram,
0. D. Warren went to Auburn Wedand
other towns were present.
Bridgton
nesday on business.
Rev. and Mrs. Smith returned home
There is to be a corn husking at Chas.
Saturday accompanied by Mrs. Smith's
B. Jamon'a Thursday night.
father. Mrs. Smith has been away from
A dance at Charles W. Lowe's Wedher home all summer taking care of her
nesday night, the 7th.
sick mother, who died last week.
Carl Blake has moved into the WentWest Lovell.
worth house.
Ralph Willey of Boston bas been visitMrs. Breslin has closed her cottage
ing in the place.
for the winter and will spend the winter
Mrs. Hattie C. Fox of Lowiston and in
Chicago.
Fred Noble of Providence visited at Z.
Dr. and Mrs. Fitch are at his brother's
McAllister's last week.
in Sebago for an indefinite time. The
Orris LeBaron and wife are at home doctor i· in
very poor health.
and are repairing their bouse.
Services at the Universalist church in
Wm. LeBaron is visiting his neighbors. the future will be in the
evening instead
of afternoon, commencing at 7 p. m.
North Waterford.
Rev. Mr. Albarlan will close his
Mrs. James Flint, who has been car- services in the Congregational church
ing for Mrs. Sidney Hatch, has gone to next Sunday. Later on he will return
her home.
to his far away home in Turkey.
Elmer Fieke and family, from Locke's
North Paris.
Mills, stopped Friday night at bis father's and attended the fair here.
W. J. Bonney of Winthrop is visiting
Will Grover stops part of the time bis sister and
family, Mr. and Mrs.
with John McAllister while hauling .lames Bradford.
boxes.
Marcellus Llttlehale is visiting in BosMrs. Addie Ramedell and daughter ton.
are visiting her parents, Mr. a ad Mrs. A.
H. F. Wright visited at James BradHolt.
ford's over Sunday.
The many friends of Mrs. Minnie
Henry Kerr of South Paris is coming
Hobbs of Lynn, formerly of this place, into the blacksmith
shop at North Paris
are sorry to bear that she is in the
vacated
Wm. Richardson.

Wilson's Mills.

W. L. Fickett has been splitting ston< ι
for the Union Water Power Co. to set ;
where
tbey have bought flow age.
Here and There.
The hay pressera are in town pressinf ;
hay for D. A. Cameron and C. I. Wilson,
A president of the United States la to
T. J. Bennett of West Bethel Is ii ι
but
who
three
be sleeted in just
weeks,
town visiting relatives.
thinks of it, when the world's championW. B. Garfield of Boston is at hii ι
ship In base ball is being decided?
camp for his vacation.
J. W. Bucknam and wife have been U.
The thought-It-waa-a-deer season open- Boston.
S. W. Bennett of Norway is np on s
ed in Maine Thursday, when a French
Canadian hunter, name not given, was hunting tr>P·
WinnicBennett sad children of Brrol
fatally shot by C. S. Skinner, a few
I
are with her mother, Mrs. Olason,
miles Icon Lowslltown.

turing Co., a good chemical engine
bought, also ladders, bucket·, etc. The
fire company is in need of supplies such

James

CLERGY INDORSE Tin

Bockfleld.

West Paris.

Camp

■Dd ta to be called munity have felt the need of tome fire
for oar village, and bare been
THE DOINOS OF THE WEEK IN ALi L Co C. S. Edwards Camp, No. 72. The protection
touch gratified that during the paat year
I following officer· were electa!:

1908.

Prcyrirtort.

M. ATWOOD.

Bethel.

A Son* of Veteran·'

SECTIONS OP THE COUNTY.

FORBES,

A

Sdttwt ud

13,
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THE OXFORD BEABS.

recently

large delegation
Corps went to Mechanic

Falls Tuesday
to attend the school of instruction.

Maine New· Notes.

Irving Puehard, 21,

George

E. G rover of Norway was in
town last week.
Quite a few from this vioinity attended
the Bethel fair.
Alcander Cross of Providence, R. I.,
has been stopping with his oousln, A. E.
Cross.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Guptill have been
attending the fsir with their merry-goround.
Miss Sibyl Cummlngs has returned
home from Auburn.
Roger Sloan has a fine gray mala coon
f
oat for sal·.

William
and in-

Pushard of Dresden,
stantly killed on the 3d by hie brother,
William Puehard, Jr., while hunting in
the Dresden woods. Irving, hearing the
report of his brother's gun, ran up tu
A second shot
see what he bad shot.
from the gun struck him.
Warren Stover, aged
ville, a fireman on the

20, of Brooketug Delta of the

Knickerbocker Towage Company, was
killed, and Engineer George Arey ol
Brewer, very severely injured by an explosion of the boiler that occurred in
the engine room of the tug Monday as

she was

leaving

her dock In

Bangor.

Mary Hyslop, a domestic aged 35
years, a patient taken to the Eye and
Ear Infirmary in Portland for treatment
for nervous prostration, jumped from
Mies

the window of

her

room

on

the fifth

floor and died shortly after from the

re-

stated that
sult of her injuries.
the woman has been employed in house
work for some time past and as a result
of over work broke down under the
nervous strain and became somewhat
affected in her mind.
It is

The duys of the Inquisition are past."

WORLD BLAMES BRYAN.
8ays

He Must' Have Been Familiar
With Haskell'· Record.
[From the Ken· York World. Sept. 27.]
The mnln fault to be found with
Haskell's
Governor
resignation as
treasurer of the Democratic national
committee In that It came a week too
late.
Haskell should have been forced out
at once, and Mr. Bryan should never
Roosevelt to
have challenged Mr.

prove the Hearst charges or any other
charges against the Oklahoma governMr. Bryan must have known Hasor.
kell's record when he assumed per·
If
sotial responsibility for the mun.
he did not It was because he had
chosen to be "a fugitive from Information." It was inevitable that the moment Mr. Rooeevelt succeeded in making an troue of Haskell's record the
Democratic
organization would be

railway employes, whose
Bath, were seriously injured Thursday in a collision of two
electric express cars on the Lewiston,
Brunswick and Bath railway at the foot
of a steep grade near Frost's Park, Lis- compelled
were
Motorman Abram to defend
bon. They
Oliver and Express Messenger Arthur blunder.
Two electric
homes are in

Willis. Willie suffered a broken arm,
internal and back injuries. Both will
recover.
The cars were badly smashed.
The officials placed the blame on Oliver,
saying he ran by his crossing.

The suicide of Sylvester J. Campbell
in the lock-up at Brunswick, where he
was detained on the charge of subornation of perjury, marks the beginning of
the end of a very peculiar case. Ten
days earlier Millard F. Campbell, Sylof
vester's brother, was
convicted
felonious assault, over a year ago, upon
been
who
has
Sylvester Campbell's wife,
in the insane hospital for several month·.
Investigation by the offioers, after a
motion for a new trial had been filed,
convinced them that 8ylvester bad fixed
up the story for his witnesses to tell.
Sylvester waa arrested, and that night
bang himself in hi· cell. The act is re-

by
Mrs. Lyda Lawrence of Lawrenée,
Mass., has been visiting her niece, Mrs.
A. D. Andrews, and family.
garded
Albany,

son of
was shot

to qualifications to any office or public trust under the United States.' My
conviction is that the future safety of
the nation de|>ends very largely upon
our iH*ople heeding that constitutional
prohibition. Our nation owes much
In moral character, statesmanship, literature·. art and religion to those who
have not been In strict harmony with
some of the dogmas of the church.
as

as

practically

a

confession, and

Millard will be set at liberty as soon aa
possible. It is said hia object waa to
get bis brother ont of the way and

wbat little property waa coming
from their father.

secure

WOULD

THE FARM.
Rural Route 2, Empire,

MORTGAGE

A farmer on
Ga., W. A. Floyd by name, aays:
"Bucklen's Arnica Salve cured the two
worat sores I ever saw; one on my hand
and one on my leg. It is worth more
than its weight in gold. I would not be
without It if I had to mortgage the farm
to get It." Only 28c at F. A. Shurtlsff
A Co.'a drug store.

to drop him. The attempt
him was a sorry political

President (tampers and the Demooratlo

Party.

President Samuel Oompers has allied himself with Bryan and the Democratic party.
Has he acted wisely?
The majority of the Democrats In the
national house of representative* come
from the south.
The south is mi enemy of union labor and believes In child labor.
Some southern states have no law·
repeating the hours of lal>or for women and children, and some have regulations that are not enforced.
What does Gomiwrs expect from a
party dominated by the south?
What benefit can the rank and file
of lavx>r receive by following President
Gompers politically?—Wage Earner.
en Tariff Wars.
tariff wars between the
United Rtatee and Germany and the
United Stfctee and Prance have been
averted by «commercial agreements under the poweç conferred upon the president In the thjrd section of the Dlngley tariff act. ν

Secretary Roet

Threatened

Perhaps the Bryan managers disstfab fondneM for campaign rainbows because they dream of the traditional pot· of goU at tMr mi.

play

GRANTING PATENTS.
Invention

Prom

Distinguished
Mer· Mechanical Skill.
M

The Blue Stores Rain Coats
Are Winners.

A patent cannot properly be granted
protecting the product of mere mechanical skill as distinguished from In-

Difficulty

vention.

la

frequently

perfectly confident when we My
Kirschbaum Rain Coats Have No Superior.
We feel

ex-

perienced Id distinguishing between
the two, and the aupreme teat for deare splendid fitting garments and we make them our special coats.
termining whether a particular device They
la the result of mechanical skill la not
whether an ordinary mechanic could
make the device if It were suggested
If you are planning to buy a Rain Coat it will be wisdom to see
to him, but whether he would make
If you do not happen to own a Rain Coat you will be wise to
ours.
it without euggestiona save those
which are prompted by his skill and buy one.
knowledge of his art
For example, If a man constructs out
of iron a machine which had previously been made out of wood he does not
If you are to
This month we always sell a large number of suits.
thereby become an lnvtentor In a legal
time
is
the
to
now
or
fall
this
suit
a
new
winter,
allow
get it. At
yourself
sense, because everybody knows that
will find the largest variety to select from and the prettiest
any constructor can build a machine this time

COATS AT $10, $12, $15, $16, $17, $18.

OCTOBER A SUIT MONTH.

But
Iron Instead of wood.
suppose that gunpowder had just re
cently been discovered and that the
mnn who invented It hnd applied for
and obtained a patent upon it.
He might have claimed, "I combine
saltpeter, sulphur and charcoal In η
certain way and produce a startling
result." and it would be no answer, if

out

of

were
action
for
infringement
brought, for the infringer to nay th:i!
every chemist could make the powder
after he hnd been shown how. for
If every chemist did not have tht
knowledge ns well as the skill, t'.:
originating of the powder constitute
an

patterns.

SUITS $20 DOWN TO $5.

F. H. NOYES CO

Horse Blankets! Horse Blankets!
thing to think of when you are buying a horse
I
blanket is to get one that will stay on your horse.
and
the
Chase
All-over
blankets
have the 5-A bias girth
Stable, with the wide girth, and if you will let us fit
The first

your horse to either
keeping it on.

They Yield Bread, Butter and Milk,
Soap and Candles.

91 Main flit.·

AM) ADIOTTXDLT TBI

Leadtof Aolcnltnral Journal of tie Worli

Erery department written by specialiits, the
highest authoritiesin their respective line·.
No other paper pretends to compare with It
In qualification* of editorial aUff.
Give· the agricultural NEW8 with a decree
of completeness not eves attempted by other·.
INDISPENSABLE TO

«πί.·χ

Every Farmer
As well

should have
account.

Your money is safer in the bank than

Paying

Your check is

(

Bankrupt.)

Κ

NOTICE.
in the District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy.
ALMON L. POLAND,
of Hartford, Bankrupt. )
L.
Almon
To the creditors of
Poland, In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
10th day of
that
on
the
is
Notice
hereby given
Oct., A. D. 1908, the said Almon L. Poland
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
meetlnc of bis creditors will be held at the office
of the Referee, No. 8 Market 8quare, South Paris,
on the 38th day of Oct., A. D. 1908, at 10 o'clock
In the forenoon, at which time the said creditor»
may attend, prove their claims, appoint a
trustee, examine the bankrupt, aad transact
such other business as may properly come before said meeting.
South Paris, Oct. 10.1908.
WALTER L. QRAT.

]

You

never

of

by

check.

(

and most

for the debt it pays.

make the exact

always

when

change

paying

have to buy money orders to pay bills
away from home.
in the bank

strengthens

Capital, Surplus

your credit.

and Undivided Profits of

$92,000.00 guarantee

your money

against

over

loss.

Norway, Maine.

boy and wear a 2 1-2, 3, 3 1-3, 4, 41-2, 5
and a watch for
or
5 1-2 Shoe, you can get both shoes
are good style, medium weight and
shoes
These
$2.50.
These
serviceable, all right for best or every day.
If you

are a

You get
over for $t.oo.
Remember all sizes from 2 1-2 to 5 1-2.

sold the world

watches

are

both for

$2.50.

CALL AND SEE THEM.

The E. N.'Swett Shoe Co.,
Opera

House Block,

Norway,

Maine

SEVEN SPECIALS.S. Β. & Z.
S. PRINCE WOULD LIKE TO
SHOW YOU

:

Coats, ranging

in

1

353 New

at

$50.00.

price

from

a

2

Child's at

Furs for Ladies and Children in Fox, Wolf,

Cony,

Hare and

Angora.

Elite Black Petticoats.
over.
Sole agents for this

Tubing

for

$1.75

Opossum,

to

Mink,

a

I-a»f\

Squirrel.

3

The kind that fit and dressmakers like

to

fit

vicinity.

4

Boys' Stocking Legs.

5

·

1 Lot Ladies' Black
Lot Ladies' Black Cotton Hose.
Fair
Hose. Regular Price 35 cents ; during
19 cents.
1

β

ReUtree la Bankruptcy

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine. la Bankruptcy.
In the miftitr of
)
la Bankruptcy,
HUGH F. McINNie,
of andover, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Hugh F. Mclnnis, la the
County of Oxford aad district aforesaid :
Notice U hereby given that on the 10th day of
Oct, A. D. 1008, the said Hugh F. Mclnnis
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, aad that the
first meetinjrof his creditors will be held at the
office of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
Paris, on the 28th day of Oct., A. D. 1908, at
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
transact such other buslnees as may properly
come before said meeting.
South Pari·, Oct. 10,1908.
WAL+BB L. β BAT,
Betas»· la Bankruptcy.

legal receipt

a

simplest

eUe.

Shoes and Watch for $2,50

KW~ Subscription" taken at this office.

Meeting of Creditors

check is the

anywhere

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK

Four Months' Trial Trip 50 cent».

In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy,
PRANK W. NOYRfl,
of Norway,
Prank
W.
creditors
of
To the
Noyes, In ths
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 10th day of
Oct., A. D. 1906. the said Frank W. Noyes was
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the Drat
meeting of bis creditors will be held at the office
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
Paris, on the 28th day of Oct.. A. D. 1908, at 10
o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the said
ci editors may attend, prove their claims, ap·
lot a truitee, examine the bankrupt and
■ntact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
South Psris, Maine, Oct. 10, 1908.
WALTER L. Ο BAT,
Referee I· Bankrupts*.

can

Money

SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS to BAIS·
KBS OF LABCEB CLUBS.

Notice of Rrst

You

Our

by

your bills

convenient method.

bank

a

BECAUSE:

Fife Sskscrlptloas, |t.M.

LUTHER TUCKER A SON,
Albany· Ν. T,

every business

as

man

SabseripUoss, $>.60;

SPECIMEN COPIES

it.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

WITH THE TIMES.

mailed free on request» It will pay anybody interested in any way In country life to
send for them. Address the publishers :

jeopardize

afford to

J. F. PLUnriER, Agent,

Stafle hbNriptlo·, $1.(0;

will be

They cannot

quality.

$3

WHO WISH TO

Twe

$1,000,000 to create

mark to-day is an absolute WARRANT of

ALL COUNTRY RESIDENTS
KEEP VP

I

reputation of the
"Queen Quality" Shoe.
Consequently the trade-

the

,e31

The ONLY Agricultural NEWSpapir,

Norway. Mnino.

over

ESTABLISHED

GENTLEMAN

trouble in

It has cost the makers

cut

COUNTRY

no

SHOE

am a

J||£

will have

one, you

JAMES IM. FAVOR, harne^sfsttoere,ijcker

taste.
At Table Bay. near the C.:p«· «»»' (loot.
Hope, is a small tree the berries o.
It I»
which make excellent caudles.
::lso found in the Azores.
The vege
table tallow tree alou grows in ijaaja
In the
tra. In Algeria and in China.
island of Chusan large quantities «if oil
and tailor.· are extracted fro::i Its fruit
whli h is gathered In November or
December, when the tree lias lost all
Its leaves. The bark of a tree In China
produces a beautiful sonp Trees οί
the saplndtis or soap berry order also
grow in ti>e north of Africa. They are
amazingly prolific, and their iruit contains about 3S per cent of ca|>ouin.

clergyman and require α clerical
He let me down easily by stating further that he never undertook
to make ecclesiastical garments, that
very few of the lay tailors In NewYork do undertake them.
They dn
not have enough of that kind of work
to keep them constantly Informed on
the requirements of the different religious orders. A mistake would be
embarrasslug to the clergymen and to
the tailor, so they hand all such eus
tomers over to tailors who make a
specialty of such work."—New York
Suu.

Norway

ebuth. Parle

PECULIAR TREES.

Clerical Clothes In New York.
"Today I encountered a whim of
New York tailors that astonished me,"
said a westeru clergyuiau. "I ordered
a suit of clothes from a man who refused to work for me.
"
'What's the reason you folks are
passing me along to another tailor?"
I asked. 'Do I look hard to flt? Are
you afraid you won't get your money?
"The tailor explained that neither of
my guesses was correct. lie declined
to make my clothes simply Ijecause 1

TRY US ONCE.

WE DO CUSTOM TAILORING.

Invention.—Exchange.

The breadfruit tree of Ceylon Is ver>
Its fruit is baked and
remarkable.
eaten as we eat bread and is equally
good and nutritious. In Uurbuiu. Jîouth
America, Is a tree which, by piercing
the trunk, produces milk, with whirl)
the Inhabitants teed their children
In the Interior of Africa is a tree
It
which produces excellent butter.
resembles the American oak. and lt>
fruit, from which the butter is pre
pared, is not unlike the olive. Park,
the great traveler, declared that the
butter surpassed any made In l«iigAt
Slerr..
iand from cow's milk.
Leone is the cream fruit tree, the
fruit of which is guile agreeable In

you

t

Lot Bleached Damask Towels, worth 25 cents, for 19

ι

Lot Wil-low Talcum Powder,

7

cents

each,

a

wonderful seller.

cents.

Glass

Jars,

Ό

3 for 35 cents.

Sincerely yours,

S. B. &1S. PRINCE,
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY. MAINE.

jhe ΦιίοτΛ

Mr·. Dr. Littleâeld le in Portland to
attend the Maine Music Festival.

Straucrat.

Mrs. Rizpah Whitman went to Buaton
the excursion Mondav morning.

SOCTHPABJS.
socth
>

>fflc« Hours

paris

The Ladies* Aid of the M. £. church
will hold their annual sale in the church
vestry Nov. 4th and 5th.

Commencing Vptember 27, 19US,
rttAi.N* liatk south pakîs
line luwn east)—3 Χ α. ■„ .l*llv;9:30 a x.,
dally.
·.: vei«*pl Sunday; 4 33 F.
west —» 30 a.
«tally; 3 X p.m.,
·» lng up
p.
ϊ
47
;
dally.
■*: ν except Sunday

The usual court temperance meeting
will be held at the court house Tuesday

>,

evening

seven.

Mr. and Mrs. William F. Stone of
Portland were the guests of his mother,
Mrs. Miriam Stone, over Sunday.

CHL'HCHSS.
u

half-past

at

K<-«i Congregational Church. Rev. A. T. Mcrter, Pastor. Preaching ^ervli*. 10 45 a. m. ;
School 11:43 a. m.; Y. P. 9. C. Ε
ί hurvh
Ε veiling service 7 DU p.
m
a
.-.·■■ meeting W ednesday evening at 7 ·1υ ρ
..t "tberwlie connected, are cordially In-

Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Bowker and
daughter Muriel are on a short trip to
Montreal, starting Sunday uight.

β.-Ot]

P. Chandler started Monday
moruing for a visit of two or three
weeks to his mother in Denver, Colo.
Fred

Kewlev. Pastor,
viethodlst C tiurch,
ι- Sunday, m· rein* prayertneetlng 10Ό0 α. μ
Sabbath Schoo
a.
10:43
μ.;
«erv!.···
λ. n'.nj
Κ ρ worth League Meeting β ου p. m.;
m
7:30; cl as»
evening
τ meeting Wednesday
rs
Kcv Τ X.

Cashman Attended the Comity Pair.

Ôlrl Ajuulted.

TOOK fil DIN NEB AND

tuk fiexuish ckimb

ANI»

BEST OF THE 9B0W.

Lenard.

Mis. Lenard and her daughter have
been employed in labeling at the sooth
The Grand Trunk ran its usual fall exParis corn factory, and on Friday were
cursion to Boston Mouday, and a good
r-tlnu Krldav vrntng 7 :30.
After dinner
t:«t Church, Rev. J. Wallace Cbeei.ro, number went on it from this and other at work there as usual.
a
«ervlce
10:43
>n Monday, pn»achtDg
,-·.
Mr. Lenard went to South Paris with a
»■»·■■ Uh School 12 χ.; Y. P. 3. C. K-,«:13 p. towus.
load of cider apples, leaving the little
We«lne«i<tay even
m
prayer meeting 7.tit p.
Miss Ruby Clark m engaged to sing in girl at the house.
All arc
Seats free.
rayer service 7 3>.
the Baptist church at Rumford Falls,
welcome.
During his absence a man with a gun
I'r.tver-allst Church, Kev J. H. Ltttle. Pastor and is tu
opeu a class in vocal music at came across the fields to the house, and
K:-v .-I;:* service every Sunday at 1o:«3a. m
asked for a drink of water. He found
that place.
:av School jx 12 v. Junior Union at 3 JO
V. P. C. Γ. at 7 P. M
4
that the girl was alone at the bouse, and
y
The annual meeting of the Baptist
assaulted her.
8TATKD HKfcTINGS.
Ladies' Aid will meet at the Baptist
When Mr. Lenard returned be discov3
at
o'clock.
afternoon
No.
91.
Regular
M.-Parl
Tuesday
vestry
Lodge,
λ A
ered that there was something wrong
'ng Tuesday -venlng on or before fullinoon. A large attendance is desired.
with the girl, but she did not tell him
>. Ο κ.—Mount Mica l.odge, regular meetMi»s Grace Dudley is spending her what had happened. Toward night be
Γ jraday evenlnz of eacli week—Aurora
ment.'!ret an 1 third Monday evening» vacation in Boston.
She went Monday prepared to drive to the corn factory
*.
r. nontV
as usual, and
It. —M ant Pie.san Kcbekah Lodge.No. morning, accompanied by her father, after hie wife and daughter
of
-tar·*
fourth
iud
of
Fridays
I
bar!es
Stearns £1 il*.
S.
i- *econd
the girl wanted to go with him, as she
Dudley
'n <>ld Fellow»' Hall.
He took her
was afraid to stay alon-\
W. K. Kimball Post, No. 14s, meet»
Another little rain Sunday morning.
ν Κ
with him, and after they had started for
:r t and thirl Saturday evening* of eaeb Bu: we shail have to bave as much twice
nth. In U. A. R. Ha'l
home, in answer to Mrs. Lenard's ina day until the ground freezes, if we are
K. Kirn bail Circle. Ladles of the U. A.
quiries, she related what had occurred.
leets ilr«t ·»η«Ι third >iturday eventngs of not to have a wiuter drought.
They immediately turned back and
month, is Grand Armi Hall.
«· ■.
Further news received by her rela- went to a physician,s, where the girl was
V—Joshua L. Chamberlain Camp meet.»
month.
of
each
t a·. : third Tuesday eveulng*
tives from Miss Maud Carter shows that found to be seriously in need of surgical
f H.—Pari* I* range, from May 1 to Oct. 1,
she did not get out of the hotel tire at treatment. She was cared for, and it is
ur-t and third Saturday; during the
i' 1er of the year, meet* everv Saturfay, in Winthrop, Mass., as well as at first re- thought that if blood poisoning is avoid<» λπλ Hall.
ported, losing everything but a small ed. she will come out all right.
'. ·1 t*. C.—Second and fourth Mondays of
The girl is able to give a good deportion of her clothing.
month.
«-H
of the man, and is confident
K. <>. P.—Stony Brook Lodge. No. IS1,
Newton Stanley of South Portlaud has scription
e« oc l an 1 fourth Wednesday evening»
that she would know him if she saw
been spend ng a few days of his vacation
λ· a month.
him. She also says that he has been at
P.—Hamlin Lodge. No. 11, meet* ever.
visiting his brother Wirt. Iu four days' thw Lenards' once since she came there,
ay venlng at Pythian Hall.
over
Wirt's
last
week,
pointer and
hunting
stayed to dinner, but the Lenards
Miss Lilla Farrar returned Friday from "Ki," they secured tifty-one birds, wood- are unable to recall it.
She says he
and
cock
partridges.
he hospital at Lewiston.
sme'.led very strongly of liquor.
P. M. Walker and another man, who
The tire on L. W. Whitman's land
Don't fail tu see and hear "The Little
were pickiug apples that day on the
near the guideboard on the Paris llill
Mtrels" at Good Cheer Hall Nov. 3d
'·■'
road, which was thought to be out, Riley McKeen farm, on the other side of
Ki-v. and Mrs. A. K. Baldwin of Bruns- broke out again
early last week, and Hooper's ledge, saw a man cross the
k were io town lnat week a few day?
w
fighting it had to be resumed. It is at fields who auswered the general de-1
visiting at Alfred II. Jackson's.
present considered that Sunday morn scription given by the girl, but be was a
stranger to them.
Mr. Ralph ing's rain disposed of it.
Mrs. Amos Austin and
I.. S. Sessions and Frank R. Dunham
\i»:in of Kumford were here last week
The work of installing the steel safe
ι
attend the funeral of C. Freeman in the vault of the Paris Trust Co. is were hunting that forenoon in the vicinof Hooper's Ledge, and they met a
< base.
well along. The vault is built by the ity
buuter and had some conversation with
and will be
and
Safe
Lock
VIosier
Co
been
who
had
M.
Giles,
Mrs. George
hit», but did not know him.
as far as it is
suiting relatives at Salem Willows, tire and burglar proof,
Deputy Sheriff Wilbur L. Farrar was
for the layman to judge. It
Maes., fora few weeks, returned home possible
at once notified, and has spent most of I
will certainly be ornamental.
Wednesday.
the time for the past two days working
A very pleasant meeting of the Seneca on the case, running down several possiFrank E. Kimball and I. K. Andrews
Club wae its first for the season, which ble clues, but without result.
are doing the painting and decorating on
comWhile this is a law-abiding
the Masons' llall at Norway, which is was held with Mrs. Hiltou last Monday
evening. The programme as published munity, and the miscreant, if csptnred,
being made entirely new.
last week was carried out, and refresh- will be dealt with solely by the law,
Miss Euialia Millett joined the South ments were
Fourteen club nothing that has occurred in years has
serve»!.
'aris colony at the Central Maine Gen
so roused the people of this community
members and one guest were present.
eral Hospital at Lewiston Friday, for an
to wrath, and there would be great and
a
show
and
I'll
"Come down,
you
universal rejoicing to see the perpetrator
operation for appendicitis.
said
make
sight to
your eyes water,"
Harold T. Brigg* has a position as Franklin Maxim to the Democrat. The brought to justice.
cleik in the store of Fred N. Wright. Democrat hasn't had a chance to go
Supreme Judicial Court.
Howard W. Shaw takes his place as down, but Mr. Maxim had some good
freight clerk at the Grand Trunk station samples with him, and no one who sees
to
Mr. and Mrs. Ο. Π. Bumpus, who have them will doubt that he was entitled
OCTOBEB TER3I, 15)08.
he
been at their cottage at Onset, Mass., the first premium on onions which
Uon. George E. Bird, Justice Presiding.
at the county fair.
received
last
home
returned
the
summer,
during
Clerk.
Charles F. Whitman,
Tuesday, and were accompanied by Mrs.
The meetings conducted by the evanP. Barnes,
County Attorney.
Bumpus' sister, Mrs. Fannie Record, gelists, Say ford and Smith, continuad Charles
Sheriff.
Hiram R. Hubbard,
who will make a visit here.
during the week, each day at the Bap W. A. Bicknell,
Deputy as Crier.
additional
with
some
servies,
tist
Cemechurch,
The receiving tomb in Riverside
W. A. Barrows,
Messenger.
cement including one at the noon hour for the
Librarian.
Walter L. Gray,
tery is being enclosed with
of
The
series
businessmen.
of
benefit
disare
not
walls
brick
old
blocks. The
with the one held SunAt 10 o'clock Tuesday morning the1
closed
meetings
laid
blocks
the
against
being
turbed,
and October term of Supreme Judicial Court !
them on the outside. This leaves the day evening, and Messrs. Sayford
The meet- will open at South Paris. There is
interior of the tomb as before, but en- Smith go next to Auburn.
been largely attended, about the usual docket for civil busitirely changes the appearance of the out- ings here have
and have aroused a good degree of ness, as far as volume goes, though that
side of the structure.
is little index to the probable amount of
interest.
The corporation meeting last Tuesday
business. In the criminal docket there
Paris
of
dav
all
Grange,
Other
The
attended.
meeting
was
slimly
evening
is no murder trial which will take up a
of
one
will
be
Oct.
17th,
same
on
the
Saturday,
evening
may
things going
amount of time, as was the case at
Patrons and former large
have had something to do with this. N. interest to all
terms.
the last October and March
D. Bolster was elected moderator. It Patrons in this vicinity. Especially are Probably the most serious offence which
ad
was voted to place four incandescent we desirous to have with us those
is
the
case
in
the
court
will come before
lights on Gary Street. Aïs·» to change vanced in life and the infirm. Also of White and Finuen, the prisoners in
of
our
member·
were
once
the arc light on High Street farthest those who
the jail who made the fierce assault upon
The article Grange. A cordial invitation is extend- Jailer Farrar in
north to incandescents.
attempting to escape on
with
us
and
be
to
to
all
such
of
chemical
a
enjoy
ed
relative to the purchase
the night of the 2ttth of May. Since the
to be our guests
and
and
the
was
meeting
over,
or
open
engines
passed
engine
affair White and Finnen have been in
the meeting adjourned after a short at the noon time hour. Mr Ε. H. Libby, closo confinement in a cell specially preSecretary State Grange, will be with us
session.
pared for their occupancy, and destitute
and in the afternoon give an address on
of borne. Other
The Universalis! Good Cheer Societj his travels in Mexico, in connection with of some of the comforts
were concerned in the attempt
of
prisoners
session
its
suppers
monthly
Oct.
opened
a literary programme.
Saturday,
to escape.
last Tuesday evening. The usual baked
24th, Paris Grange is invited to meet with
A damage nuit which is of considerable
bean supper was served. Following the
session.
an
all
for
day
interest is the one brought by Jailer
mis Norway Grange
supper there was a very interesting
It is announced that the directors of Wilbur L. Farrar of South Paris against
cellaneous entertainment, comprising a
after con- Dr. Alfred King of Portland, for alleged
piano duet by Mrs. Wilson and Mrs. the Paris Trust Company,
in performing an operation
Morton, vocal solos by Mr. Pike, Mr. sidering a large number of applications malpractice
Mr. Farrar underI'enfold and Mr. Sessions, a vocal duel for the position of treasurer of the new for gall stones which
Mr. George C. went about a year ago. The amount of
by Mrs. Wilson and Mr. Pike, reading* bank, have agreed upon
in
the
writ is ten thouteller
damages named
by Miss Katherine Morton and Miss Rosf Fernald of Portland, the present
A. Murphy, and an act by Master Ralpli of the Mercantile Trust Company of that sand dollars.
Twelve are now in jail awaiting action
A city. Mr. Fernald was at South Paris
Andrews and Miss Marie Newton.
at this term.
sociable ended the evening. There wax lasr week and made a most favorable im- by the ttrand jury
He is
The deputy sheriffs in attendance will
who met him
a large attendance at both supper and pression upon all
be W. A. Bicknell of Norway, crier, W.
a native of Ellsworth in this state, twenentertainment.
of Bryaut's
ty-eight years of age and married. Mr. L. Farrar, jaiier, H. D. Cole
with
is
us,
street
The
light problem
Fernald is a graduate of the Bangor Pond, A. F. Berry of Denmark, and F.
and another special meeting of the South Commercial
College, and commenced F. Beau of Bethel.
Paris Village Corporation to consider his banking
The list of jurors is as follows:
experience with the Berlin
some phases of it is called this Tuesdav
National Bank of Berlin, Ν. H., working
GRIM) JUKOUS.
evening at Engiue House Hall. The
up to the position of assistant cashier..
W. W. AIjixjtt, Wateiford.
matters to be acted on are three; to see He
become
to
this
Mark C. Allen, Woodstock.
resigned
position
if the corporation will locate an incanWilliam Allen, Denmark.
treasurer of the Noith Conway Loan and
Κ nier Κ. ISIake. Browufleld.
of
Western
descent light near the corner
Trust Company, leaving that in turn to
II. ChlM, Peru.
Charles
an
and
Avenue,
Hillside
Avenue and
William O. Krothlngham, Parle.
take his present position as teller of the
other on Hillside Avenue, between the
Austin M. Martin, tllraiu.
Mercantile Trust Company of Portland.
C. Κ Oldham, Canton
houses of Ε. .V. Anderson and Mrs. See
of
Besides bis banking experience
Cleon 8. Osgood, Kuuifonl.
sions; to see if the location or kind of several years. Mr. Fernald is a man of
Lester Ε Robinson, Sumner.
Edward 9. Smith, Bethel.
any of the lights on Western Avenue pleasing personality and courteous manK. 11. Tubbs, Norwav.
shall be changed: and tinally, a sort of
the
as
man
a
ners, in fact, just such
A. Turner, Bucklleld.
Walter
omnibus article, giving the assessors business
likes to meet. That he
George H. Walker, Kryeburg.
public
authority to make changes in the lights will be a valuable addition to the busiGeorge Welch. Mexico.
Fred Weld. Dlxlleld.
from time to time, according to their ness and social circles of South Paris
Samuel I. Wheeler, Gllead.
judgment and the desires of the citizens there is do doubt.
George L. Wilder, Oxford.
«

—

•ι

j

j

j

auribcu.

The Democrat lias received a copy of a
the
very interesting little book issued by
forestry department of Maine. It is en
tirled "Forest Trees of Maine, and How
to Know Tbem." It wan prepared undei
the direction of Forest Commissioner E.
Ε King, the descriptive matter being by
1'rofessor Gordon B. Tower, instructoi
in the forestry department at the Uni
versity of Maine. In form it is an at
tractive pamphlet, of a convenient sizt
to slip into the pocket when atield, and
the illustrations are very full and illuminating. It is "little hut meaty," and aan elementary work it in of value t<
every one at al! interested in thesubj-c1
of which it treats. The book will b<
mailed free on application to the fores
commissioner, as long as the limite·
edition lasts, and we would voluntee
the advice that you get your request ii

early.

Advertised letters in South Paris pos
office Oct. 12:
Mrs Julia R. Shorey,
Mr*. Lizzie Morton.
Mrs. .lame» Walker.
Mrs. Nellie A. Cobb («).
Mr*. L) man Cobb.
Mrs. Ada Chapman Martin.
Mrs. Mary K. Smith.
Mr·. E. L. sturxl».
Mrs. W. C. Greene.
Mies M. Kaxlsburger.
Dora M. Chute.
Kilxa M Chase.
Mr. Harry Perkins.
Mr. Dean P. Otis
Mr Waiter J. Nelson.
Mr. Roy Mason.
Mr. Κallll Kartn.
Mr. Ρred W. Downey.
Mr. John Barden.
Mr. Hailand tlodglns.
Mr. Robt Ward
Mr. Ray P. Masou.
Mr We,ley Whitman.
C. Henry Herrlck.
P. M. Howe.
<>. W. Si>eocer.
W. W Bessey.
R. D. Berry.
J. A. Wilson.
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language.
This book, which resembles an unabridged dictionary in size, because it
contains the whole living language—no
poses.
The English language is so rich that
for every fact and feeling there is an
exact word. If you know the word you
n»-ed you «an find its meaning in a good
dictionary, but if your memory will not
supply it, you will not know where to
look for it, in which event your dictionary will be useless to you.
But March's Thesaurus will refer you
promptly and immediately to the very
best word to express any conceivable
idea, besides giving you every term relating to it, in a group, whether the
term be a word, phrase or saying—a
or

a

tion from the tongue or pen of genius.
It is plain that such a work will be a
valuable volume for the patrons of the
library, and especially for the students
in the public schools.

...

wishing

In

iicimugway.

Mrs. Lusina Hemingway died in Milton Oct. 5, 1008, aged 82 years, 7 months.
Mrs. Hemingway was born in East Rumford, daughter of the late Henry C. and
In 1848, she
Dorcas Wheeler Rolfe.
married Jairus S. Bryant of Bothel,
where they lived for a time, afterward
moving to East Rumford where he died.
They had five children, Addison W. of
Locke's Mills, Ella J., who died eight
years ago, Mrs. Lorenzo Billings and
Mrs. Will Haynes of Richmond, and
Fred C. Bryant, with whom she lived.
One sister survives her, Mrs. Geo. Wise
of South Paris. All of her children were
with her at the last, but Mrs. Haynes
who was seriously ill at the time. Early
in life she gave her heart to Christ and
united with the M. E. church. She was
In 1873
a great sufferer for many years.
she married Wra. Hemingway of Milton
who died in 1887.

Oxford Pomona Grange.
Place, Lakeside Grange, Harrison.
Time, Oct. 27th. Program:

Lakeside Choir.
J. A. Cbadbourne.
Rev. J. H. Little.

m

Card of Thanks.

I take thi· opportunity of thanking
the friends, one and all, who so kindly
stood by my wife during the last few
weeks of her sickness, and did everything possible to make her comfortable.
Ralph E. Day.

Card of Thanks.

—

We wish to express our sincere thanks
to all those who so kindly sympathized
with us in our bereavement.
Hknry F. Muzzy,
Annik L. Muzzy,
Lizzik M. Muzzy.

Hastings, Sept. 29, Mrs. Bessie L. Baker,

aged 37 years.

The

Mighty Power of Mi-o-na.

Mi-o-na, tbat extraordinary and perfect stomach tonic, will relieve dyspepsia
in twenty-four boure.
It will enre, and is guaranteed by F.
A. Shurtleff & Co. to the readers of the
Oxford Democrat to cure the most pitiful cases of dyspepsia, if taken according to directions.
Mi-o-na tablet* not only cure dyspepsia, but all stomach disturbances, such
car
as vomiting of pregnancy, sea or
sickness, and the stomach sickness after
excessive indulgence.
Mi-o-na cures by strengthening and invigorating tbe flabby stomach walls, and
after a courue of Mi-o-na treatment, constipation, if there is any, will entirely

disappear.

Read this from tbe president of a New
York corporation:
'Ί bave been a terrible sufferer from
dyspepsia and gastritis for two years.
The most eminent physicians prescribed
for me with no effect. I have been absolutely cured by your Mi-o-na tablets.
The flrst one.gave me a relief almost incredible."—Herbert H Taylor, 501 West
143 Street, New York City.
Mi-o-na is a most economical treatment—a large box of table'.s crly costs
50 cents at F. A. Shurtleff £ Co.'s and
tbe dyspeptic, nervous or otherwise,
who does not give tbem a trial, is losing
an opportunity to regain health.

Our

ets,
will clear as if by magic, flare skirt with wide fold, edged with: ;md black, with stripe effect, fancy band
befaces
will
brighten,
pain vanish, eyes
around neck, fancy braid facing, lined,
a winner for $2*2.00.
Per- fancy silk band,
come plump aDd shoulders erect.
only $25.00, with large fur collar, 127 50.
fect beauty goes only with perfect health
and perfect health for women can only
FINE
QUALITY BROADCLOTn
BROADCLOTH COAT, fur lined, of
be obtained through Rexall Mucu-Tone, SUITS, in green and navy, directoire
muskrat lining, large fur collar, very
the one positive and permanent cure for
trimmed
style, 42 inch coat, handsomely
catarrh.
warm, ?20.00.
Squirrel lined, $27.50.
satin bands, buttons
Mme. Swift, 44 W. 26th St., New York front and back with
Many other coats, in several t»t)les, for
satin
and
with
fold,
Cily, the most famous beauty specialist and loops, flare skirt
J5.98,19.00, *10.00, $12.50, $15.00, $18 00,
in the world and an accepted authority buttons.
Don't fail to see this suif,
to
has
this
(20.00, $25.00.
on all relating thereto,
say
other
of
assortment
A large
$25.00.
j
of Mucu-Tone:
A full line of CHILDREN'S COATS, ».
"I can strongly endorse the claims styles for «16.50, «18 (JO, «20 00, «22.50.
made for Rexall Mucu-Tone as a cure for »25.00.
η all shades and color?. *1 OS to #10 00.
systemic catarrh. Its tunic effects are
remarkable. It builds up the strength
and restores vitality. If women who are
tired and run-down, lacking in energy
and vitality, will use Mucu-Tone, they
will praise it as I do for its strengthening and healing qualities."
Rexall Mucu-Tone works through the
blood, and acting directly upon he muco-cells—the congestion and inflammation of which are the sole cause of catarrh—causes them to expel the poison
and to resume their natural functions.
Thus the membranes are cleansed—the
blood purified and revitalized.
We know that Kexall Mucu-Tone will
I
; cure every form of catarrh, no matter
where located, of bow long standing, or
We
by what other names ft is known.
guarantee to refund your money if you
F. A. IHFETLEFF A CO.
F. A. 8HTJRTLKFF Sl CO.
are not satisfied with the vigorous health
and clear complexion it brings you.
Sold only at our stores. Price 50 con's
Mail orders tilled.
: and $1.00 per bottle.
I P. A. ShurtletY & Co., South Paris, Me.

Remedies manufactured by
Daniels, Lesure, Sloan, Kendall, Tuttle, The Humphrey Medicine
Company and others. Also
We have

|

Rev. C. A. Brooke has accepted an invitation to speak at the re-opening of the

We have
Bring

I

wish to try.

Sheriff W. A. Bicknell and
have returned from a
Mrs. Bicknell
week's visit with friends and relatives in
Brockton, Mass.
Judge WiPiam P. Jones was in Boston this week on a business trip.
F. Clark of Bolster's Mills has commenced work on two new houses on the
Whitehead lot at Alpine and Tucker
Streets.
Mrs. Cora Russell has leased the John
(lazen place on Pleasant Street where
she ifill keep bouse.
Ex-postmaster Mojes P. Stiles, assisted by Prank Briggs and crew, has painted Mr. Stiles' buildings on Cottage
Street. The buildings are much more

WHERE BULLETS FLEW.
David Parker of Fayette, N. Y., a
veteran of tbe civil war, who lost a foot
at Gettysburg, says: "The good Elec
trie Bitters have done is worth more
than five hundred dollars to me. 1
spent much money doctoring for a bad
case of stomach trouble, to little purpose. 1 then tried Electric Bitters, and
they cured me. I now take them as a
tonic, and they keep me strong and
well." 50c at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.1!
drug store.

\

I

complete

assortment of Glover's

in your formulas that have proved
They will be filled promptly and at

good

that you

or

price.

reasonable

a

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
Γ.

A.

NHVRTLKFF *

F.

CO.

A

SHrUTI.EFK

A.

CO.

W. S. Jones, Executor of A. C. Jones Estate.
EVERYBODY

il

Specs

Will Wear

SOME DAY.
Present statistics show that there
is a wonderful increase in the
number of people who depend on
Glasses for good vision. Take enlightened B.teton, "The Hub," for
There are more people
instance.
wearing Specs there than in any
other city of its size. Where learning and progress are, you will find
the most people wearing Glasses.
Are you going to stay behind till
then
you have to have th< m and
find you have waited too long,
has
grown V
that some small trouble
till Glasses won't romedy it?

You'll need

Coat.

NEED ΈΜ

WE TELL YOU.

S.

Coats rnd lr«ve

Coats.

Φ

4

q

H. B.

Miss S. M. Wheeler,

EASY TO SEAL.

Tk· Kind You Havt Alwajs Bought

""ο*""

Styles

PINTS

weather.

Oall and See the New

Styles,

Frothingham,

Paris, Maine.
<χ

C&yftf&ZZ*

$1.00 per dozen.

QUARTS
$1.15
HALF GALLONS.$1.40

in Shoes

Gents' Patent Colt, Vici Kid, Gun Metal, Velour Calf, Box Calf, &c.
in Button, Bals and Blucher cut. High cut Russet Storm Calf for stormy

Ifci KM Th Han Alww Bought

EASY TO OPEN.

—

Ladies and Gents, Boys, Youths,
Misses and Children.

South.

ΠΑΙΝΕ,

fruit.

MAINE.

For infants and Children.

W. O.

Foster,

Wide Mouth.
Sure Seal.
No
rubber ring to fail and spoil the

Hosiery.

SOUTH PARIS,

New Fall

$18.OO.

"THE ECONOMY JARS,"

line of Ladies' and

Children's Underwear and

CASTORIA

to

A New Fruit Jar.

...

nillinery Novelties.

complete

$15.01).

NORWAY,

Copyright 190I by
Hirt Scbaffncr k Marx

Trimmed 1 Untrimmed Hats

a

satisfy
prices.

ONE PRICE CLOTHIER,

Fall and Winter Line of

Also

to

$10.00

outstanding
payable

and

stocks of R^in

Rain Coats from

Men's

Notice U hereby given that IhhhIs nurabercl
Court
51 to 100, Inclusive, of the
House bonds of Oxford County, Maine, arc
at the Norcalled for payment and are
way National Rank, at Norway, Maine, on
November flr*t, 15*08.
The llfty bonds described aliovc will cease to
bear Interest after Novem>»er 1,1808.
GKORUK Μ. A Τ WOOD,
Treasurer of Oxford County.
40 43
South Paris, Maine, Oct. S, 1908.

...

complete

$10.00

Connty Bondai

of Oxford

needed ;

Men's Covert Top Coats

NOTICE.
To flolder·

Rain
never

always

you, so will the

EYESIGHT SPECIALIST, X
6

are

The clothes will

jj

Pleasant St., South Paris, Me.

They

a

are

or

garments that

For fall wear, they are
warm for a heavy coat.
It's
too
necessary.
We've several grades in Covert Top

9

RICHARDS,

Coat

Top

a

are

always useful.

_

IF YOU DON'T

They

out of stvie.

attractive surely.
Horace W. Oxnard, who was elected
Ladies' Vici Kid, Gun Metal Calf, Vebur Calf, Wine Calf, and
road commissioner of Norway at the last
annual meeting in Marob, for a term of Russet Calf. Also high cut storm Boots in Russet and Gun Metal Calf.

The selectthree years, has resigned.
men have appointed George E. Walker
On the 25tb of September Ralpt to serve out tbe unexpired term, whiob
A PAYING INVESTMENT.
at Sanford bj is about two years and a half. Mr.
Mr. John White, of 38 Highland Ave. Downs was fatally Injured
the accidental discharge of a rifle in the Walker has served the town before, and
Houlton. Maine, says: "Bave been tronb
of Seth Chambers. The coroner'i bis appointment gives general satisfacled with a cough every winter and spring bands
has returned a verdict that the acci tion. He will be handicapped by lack
Last winter I tried many advertisei jury
dent was the resalt of gross carelessness of funds this fall, but can start with a
remedies, but the cough continued untl
and Seth Chambers has been arrested oi clean sheet another year.
Oauscha j |
The Chime·,
I bought a 50 cent bottle of Dr. King1
the charge of manslaughter.
Elsie tiray.
Eugene E. Flood and-family of FarmA SUKK ESOUGH KNOCKER.
New Discovery; before that waa hal
IJuoder the Mistletoe, wait/., duet,
are visiting their people in town.
ington
C.
N.
win
of
was
Thia
all
Reidsville,
the
•
J.
C.
Goodwin,
cough
Merrill.
gone.
lva
gone
Rena Tribou and
A HEALTHY FAMILY.
Mr. Flood bas an excellent business in
is a sur » ter the same happy result has followed
Het
Salve
Arnica
The Violet,
"Bucklen's
says:
Howard Cblck.
"Our whole family has enjoyed gooc boots and shoes at Farmington. At one
knocker for ulcers. A bad on 9 a few doses once more banished the an
Wile· ,α enough
time he was in trade in this village with
Vesper Chluies,
I am now convinced tha ! health since we began using Dr. King'i ι
came on my leg last summer, but ths t nual cough.
Marlon Everett.
in the Noyea store.
We 'T wonderful salve knocked it out in a fe\
New Discovery is the best ο f, New Life Pills, three years ago," says L James Smith
Dr.
Titan la.
King's
J
Azola Pike.
Sob A. Bartlet of Rural Route 1, Guilford
all cough and lung remedies.'1
rounds. Not even a β<φ remained.
Wollcnhau
Whispering Winds,
Tbe Stoddard House, a well-known
burns, et( under guarantee at Shurtleff Λ Co.'i Maine. They cleanse and tone the sys
Kitty Morton.
; Guaranteed for pile·, sores,
tem In a gentle way that does you good
hotel at Farmington, was burned Wedat the pharmacy of F. A. Shurtlei ' drag store. 50o. and 91.00. Trial bottl
Kefreabments were served by Misses I< Ii 2fic.
25c at F. A. Shurtleff A Co.'s drug store nesday night.
free.
; Λ Co.
Bonney and Azola Pike.

e

F. A. SHURTLEFF& CO.

Hartford church, Tuesday.

Deputy

line of t'

AT THE PHARMACY OF

Address,

plumbing.

a

Dog Remedies.

good

machine work and

complete

a

Kow Kure and.
Horse Comfort.

Pipe, Fittings,
stock of Machine Screws, Bolts, Nuts, Etc.
Water.
Valves and Plumbing Supplies. Electric Power and Light. City
of
in
business
a
and
repairing
order
general
in
All
doing good
running
A

^

Veterinary Remedies.

ENTIRE EQUIPMENT.

Drake.

wish to express our heartfelt
thanks to our friends and neighbors for
tlieir kindness to us and the beautiful
flowers Kent in our late bereavement.
Mrs. C. F. Chase and Family.

that

brane

THE SHOP; LOT, MACHINERY, TOOLS, STOCK, AND

1. M. aman lias repaired me pians
walk on Bridge and Water Streets.
Grace Bicknell of Boston is with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Bicknell, for
a short vacation.
Carl E. Stone has been elected leader
of the Bowdoin College Mandolin Cluh.
A delegation from Norway attended
the convention of Woman's Relief Corps
Instruction
at Mechanic Palls Tuesday.
was given in the new work with especial
attention to Hag work.
Amasa E. Swift and Alexander Powers
of South Paris for intoxication at the
North Waterford fair Saturday were
before the Municipal Court and wore
lined $3 and costs, in all |22 40. Swift
paid. Powers was committed.
Harry Seavey of Turner is visiting his
mother, Mrs. Sarah Seavey Smith.
Bert Black, for a long time with 0.
M. Cumminge, has arranged for the
lease of the Geo. E. Walker stable on
Bridge Street, and will open a livery
stable there in the near future.
A farewell reception was tendered
Rev. and Mrs. E. S. Cotton at the Cottage Street Baptist church Tuesday by
nearly one hundred and fifty of the
pastor's friends. The pastors of the Congregational and Universalist churches
took part in the evening's exercises.
Rev. Mr. Cotton was presented with a
very pretty black traveling bag, and
Mrs. Cotton was given a beautiful chain.
with
short musical
A
programme
speeches, refreshments and aeocial boor
followed before the close of a most pleasant evening.
Frank Murdock has leased the E. R.
Jordan tenement at the corner of Main
and Pleasant Streets.
Howard Moulton was called to Freedom, Ν. Π., Thursday, by the death of
his father.
The ladies of the Universalist society
were with Mrs. V. W. Hills Friday afternoon and in the evening with Mrs. F. E.

We

in the season, show that the

early

so

complexions

The A. C.
A well established business.
Jones Machine and Plumbing Business, situated
on Main Street, South Paris, Maine.

Olive Woodsum, cut flowers.
Mrs. Dr. Noble, sweet peas.
Mrs. Charles Chick, cut flowers.
Clara Smith, cut flowers.
Mr. and Mrs. Jason Rowe, cut flowers.
Mr. and Mrs. L. II. Hall, cut flowers.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hill, cut flower*.
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Pike, cut flowers.

Card of Thanks.

unusually large sales,

For many reasons—there is
people are satisfied with our goods.
with the best of workmanstyle to them that is attractive ; fine materials,
is
that
reasons
they are so moderately priced.
ship, and one of the greatest

SALE.

FOR

Auburn,]

Choir.
Sweden Grange.
Reading,
Lucia Lakln.
Song,
Question, "Which Is better, to buy a good neglected fann chcap, or pav a larger price for
a farm under good cultivation and run In
debt for the balance?" Opened by Geo. H.
Cummlngs.
Clara Hamlin.
Paper,
One-half hour In charge of Lecturer of Lakeside Grange.
Choir.
Music,

Dr. Charles E. Williams of Auburn,
one of the leading physicians of the
state, was seriously injured, and his wife
in an automobile
was fatally injured,
accident Friday afternoon. The powei
gave out on a hill, and the auto rac
backward into a ditch and overturned
pinning Dr. and Mrs. Williams under it.
The atfair happened on a country road
and it was about half an hour befori
they were discovered and released. Mrs
Williams lived about twenty minutei
after being carried to a house near by
She was about 55 years of age. Dr
Will'-ams will recover.

of cftcb month.

The October term of the Norway Muto have my pocket picked
Court wae held at the office of
nicipal
I only took some small change with me,
W. F. Jone· on Tuesday.
Judge
not
enough
but I soon found that I had
Hon. A. S. Kimball and wife returned
to go around, so I put on a dignified
from their western trip the first of the
countenance and marched up 'o the tent
week. They report a most pleasant
and told the doo'keeper that I was a revacation.
to let me in free
him
asked
an<l
porter
Dr. Thompson has removed his boat
of charge. He said he never had done
house near the upper eaw mill and will
such a thing but told me tp go right
rebuild upon a new stone foundation.
along in. I tried that racket on all
The Norway Masonic trustee· are
other places of amusement and succeedextensive repairs and improvemaking
ed, but I found that game would not ments in the Masonic Hall. Steel on
work at the Good Cheer when dinner
ceiling and walls is being put on by A.
was ready.
L. & E. F. Goes Co. of Lewiston. The
They had a fine show of fancy dancing painting and decorative work will be
or
girls called the daughters of liberty,
done by Frank E. Kimball of South
some such name, any way they were in
Paris. The work is under the superliberties.
taking
vision of George W. Holmes, Howard
There was a sort of rigging where
D. Smith and Horace E. Mixer.
was dressed
man
A
told
fortunes.
they
At the annual convocation of Oxford
as bad as possihimself
look
make
to
up
Chapter, No. 29, R. A. M., Wednesday
ble. He had in his hand a hollow picce
evening, following the business of the
of tin which looked like the handle of a
evening there was an election of officer·
tin dipper. Another man gave him a
for the ensuing year, work and refresh
and
put
sheet of paper. He rolled it up
The following officer· were
mcnts.
the
rubbed
then
it in his dipper handle,
viz. :
elected,
at
the
shouted
noee
and
his
on
tin-ware
Η. P.—Π. E. Mcàrdle.
top of his voice, "Ge-hoo-ser, CurhooΚ.—H. P. .loues.
S.—W. P. Morton.
der, Hooder," about a dozen times, then
Treas —E. F. Smith.
took out the paper and lo, your fortune
Sec.—W. E. Tubb*.
One fellow managed to get in
was told.
Committee of Finance—II. D. Smith, A.W.
a sheet of paper with no writing on it Walker and C. H Adams.
and that fortune did not pan out much.
Ε. N. Swett's son has been very sick
I left A. D. Park's place and took the with a fever during the past few days,
was
I
left
I
When
train for Portland.
but i» now much improved.
well filled with pears, grapes and other
Mary Lowell of Augusta is visiting
mention
to
numerous
too
good things
Mrs. V. W. Hills for two weeks. Mrs.
1 visited my friends in Portland and had Lowell has an excellent position at
weather was so Togus.
a good time, but the
J K. Chase, after an absence from the
dry and smoky I was scared to death
most of the time, but 1 had a friend who Beal Street store, during which time he
lives on an island in Portland harbor, po wae in trade corner of Main and Bridge
I fled to that place as soon as I could Streets and at Mechanic Falls, has refind a man to take me there in a motor turned to the old Beal Street store with
boat. When we got to the island In a new and full line of goods for a variety
question we found we could not land on store.
account of low water. I asked the man
Owing to the extremely low condition
if the drouth had affected the ocean. of the lake there is not water power
He smiled and said that when the tide sufficient to run the electric power plant
came in it would give us a lift, so we at the Falls.
The plant is now run by
cruised around among the rocks and let steam power.
he
the tide rise. We saw a good fish,
It is said that many Norway citizens
said it was a dog fish, I knew enough to attend the Sayford and Smith meetings
We
fish.
a
cat
not
know it was
finally at the South Paris Baptist church.
landed on the rocks and he pulled me
Dan W. Smith is in Nova Scotia at his
It made me old home for some time. He has for
over the bow of the boat.
think of the landing of the Pilgrims on some time contemplated the visit.
The contract to build the Yaggar road
Plymouth Rock. After stopping at the
island a few days I vieited Auburn, Tur- near Frank P. Towne's farm has been
of
ner, and got back to the Hartford
awarded to Hufus K. Morrill. The read
Sumner Flat Oct. 2d, sober.
is sixteen hundred and fifty feet and all
Wm. Ccshman*.
I over land of F. P. Towne. The road
was accepted by the town at the last anRaces at Last Week's Bethel Fair. I nual meeting.
Vivian W. Hills, optician, attended
the State Optical Convention at
SPECIAL HACK. PUKSE $100.
1 1 11 Wednesday evening.
Attorney at Law, (Nelson),
3
Artless. (Gregg),
Frank L. Starbird has Improved and
S
2
Aaron Moelv, (Tapley),
enlarged his livery stable business. He
Time, 2:41 3-4, 2 M 1-2, '.· Λ0.
has recently purchased several new
2:37 CLASS. rcKSEflOO.
teame for use in the business.
4
111
(Garcelon),
Flashlight,
Mr. and Mrs.
Benjamin York of
14 4 4
Dan Wliken, (Gregg),
2 2 2 2 Damariscotta Mills are the guests of
Hill Girl, (Nelson),
3 3 3 3 their daughters, Mrs. A. P. Baseettand
Marjorle G., (Tapley),
Time, 2 .-27 1-2, 2.38 14. 2 rJ9 14, 2:30.
Miss Lilla York.
2 25 CLASS.
Oct. 13th, Tuesday, the ladies of the
111 Universaliet society will serve a harvest
Elite Boone, (Fogg),
2
2
2
Olive Star, (Gresg).
at Concert Hall.
3 3 3 dinner and supper
Sable Prince, (Hall).
The funeral of the infant son of Mr.
Time, 2:30, 2:291-2, 2:28 3 4.
and Mrs. Walter W. Purington was held
2rJ0 class, pukse fl00.
their Main Street home Saturday,
1 1 1 at
American Law, b. a. (Nel«on),
The flowers were abundant and
2 2 2 Oct. 3.
Kills Coone, blk. g. (Fogg),
3
3
3
m.
viz.:
Olive Star, ch.
(Gregg),
beautiful,
Time, 2 ."2114, 2 r.'6 12, 2 r24 14.
C. B. CtimmlngH A Son», asters.
Howard Maxim, white ptnke.
2:50 CLASS, PUKSE $100.
Florence and EtU Hideout, asters.
111
Flashlight, ch. β. (Garcelon),
Horace Pike and wife, cut flowers.
2 2 2
Hill Girl, ch m. (Nelson),
Mrs. Harry Splller, calls lilies.
3 3
Joe Hilton, br. g. (Hanscom)
Mrs. Morrill Fuller, asters.
1-4.
2:3β
Time, 2:30 1-2, 2:34 1-2,
Mrs. Myrt Llbby, cut flowers.
Mrs. L. 1. Mll|ett, cut flowers.
Lusina
mrs.
Not

p.

In the case of the death of Mrs. Carroll Knapp of Phillips, which has attracted so much attention, the coroner*!
jury has decided, as was at first supposed, that it was a case of suicide.

K.of P.—Regular meetlngln HathawayBlock
Thuradav Evening. U. IL, A. 0. Noyé»
Division, No. H, meeu third rriday of each
month. Lake Assembly, No. 83, P. 8., second
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
P. of H.—Norway Grange meeU second and
fourth Saturdays of each month at Grange Hall.
G. A. R.—Harry Rust Post, No. 54, meets In
New G. A. R. Hall on the first Tuesday Evening

everv

_

me.

SUITS AND COATS.

COATS, invisible stripe, Id wine, blue
BROADCLOTH SUITS, 32 inch semicaffs and pockets
fltted jacket, trimmed with aatin straps and brown, collar,
and loops,
button·
with
trimmed
braid,
fine
with
SPECIAUST
BEAUTY
A FAMOUS
all aroaod, lined throughout
In Sooth Paris, Oct. 10, to the wife of Henry
$4.08.
Woodworth, a sou.
13 gored plaited skirt with five with fancy velvet piping, only
satin;
In Woodstock, Oct., to the wife of Abner Ben915.00.
all
colors,
IN
only
LACKING
inch
fold, nearly
poo, a daughter.
GIVES ADVICE TO WOMES
COATS, in wine, brown, black and
In Norway, Oct. 5, to the wife 01 Percy H.
ENERGY AND VITALITY.
Severs, a daughter.
castor broadcloth, front and back handDIAGONAL WORSTED 8UITS, in ! somely trimmed with satin bands, butMarried.
inch
Thousands of women are using toilet bine,
tons and loop*, lined throughout with
green, black and brown; 37
preparations unsuccessfully.
skirt, i
satin-lined,
plaited
Mr.
grey
A.
jacket,
Brook·,
satin, 112 50.
In Norway. Oct. 1, by Bev. C.
Cosmetics fail to improve their tbick,
Harry L. Wing and Miss Lula Ida Merrill, both muddy complexions or to banish the with panel front with buttons and wide ;
of Norway.
INVISIBLE STRIPE COATS, extra
pimples, blackheads and crow's-feet. far fold, only 118.00.
Their trouble lies
No wonder.
three plaits over shoulders, down
heavy,
Died.
deeper than the skin. They have bad
in black only ; semi- front and back, velvet collar and cuffs
cent, of
in
00
CHEVIOT
blood
SUITS,
bad
and
per
blood,
arises from inflammation of the fitted, lined throughout with Skinner with fancy silk braid, #0 00.
In Hilton Plantation, Oct. 5, Mr?. Luslna Hem- the cases
Their blood is fillmucous membrane.
ingway, aged #2 years.
satin, velvet collar; extra full flare skirt,
FIXE BROADCLOTH COATS, front
Lillian
Mr·.
Oct
(LaryJ
1,
In Haverhill, Mass.,
ed with poison which is certain to break
with fold and buttons, $10 00.
Hall, formerly of Norway, wife of C. C. Hall, out in
blotchesand back trimmed with satin bands with
humors and
unsightly
45
about
years.
aged
In Fryeburg Academy Grant, Oct. β, Henry while pale, drawn faces, deep circlet!
inlaid velvet, collar and cuffs with satin
backs
Stiles.
herring-bone bands, colors, navy, black, brown and
eyes, stooping shoulders, and weak
WORSTED SUITS,
In Locke's Mills, Sept. 25, infant daughter of
and
deof
suffering
complete the story
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Corkum.
weave, colors, navy and brown, faocj castor. A beauty for $15.00.
In Hastings, Sept. 29, Alta F. Young, daugh- spair.
β
band all around coat, cuff* and pocksilk
memmucous
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Mtserve, aged 1 year,
the
of
Inflammation
months.
CRUSHED PLUSH COATS, in brown
Banish catarrh and
slashed in side», with silk bands, full
is catarrh.

month.

_

M unie,

unmarried.

a

hungry crowd

Recess.

Ernest E. Fowler, aged 27 years,
killed probably by the accidental diecharge of a rifle in a room at his home
in Brewer Monday morning, lie wan

number of football cranks
took a walk to the high school ground*
Saturday afternoon expecting to witnest
·.
a game between Norway and Paris Higli
School teams, but they were doomed tc
disappointment, as the Norway team
failed to put in an appearance. It ha.<
been several years since any attempt ha«
been made to get a team together at th<
high school, partly because of a lack ο
material but largely because the game is
strongly opposed by a large dumber ο
the parents. This is still the case, ant
much of the best material in school ii
Thé pupils of Mrs. Cora S. Briggs bel not available because of this reason
an informal recital at
Highland Cot tas e However, some of the boys wanted t<
Friday evening, Oct. 9. About fori * organize a team, and have done, so wit I
were
present and the following pri
Bert (Jurtis as captain. The t^am wil
gramme was played:
necessarily >e very light, but under tb<
Sunflower Di.nce, duet.
new rule* of the game this should no
Kddle and Η ο war 1 Chick.
a serious handicap, as speed and 1
Spauldli ii prove
My Dolly's Birthday.
well developed forward pass and tricl
Phyllis Taylor.
Tra
y
Rainbow Dance,
plays will make up for what they lacktw<ii
Marlon tiray.
weight. It is expected that Jhe
.k
Cla
Calla Lily.
teams will surely get together next Sat
Belle Ames.
Englemai
Russian Dance.
urday.
Eddie Chick.
i.

Quite

a

BAD A CLOSE CALL.
Mra. Ad» L. Croom, the widely known
proprietor of the Croom Hotel, Vaughn,
Miss., say β: "For several month* I suffered with a severe congb, and con
on
snmption seemed to have its grip
me, when a friend recommended Dr.
King's New Discovery. I began taking
it, and tbree bottles effected a complete
cure." The fame of this lite saving
cough and cold remedy, and lung ana
throat healer Is world wide.-* Sold at F.
A. Sbnrtleff <& Co.'s drug store. 50c
and 11.00. Trial bottle free.

Many Wont· Prat·· Tfcla Rimedjr.
Mother Grey, a none In New York, discovered
an aromatic pleaaant herb core for women'· 111·,
called Ar*TR&LUK-LEAF. It U the only
•ΤΛΤΧΟ MLhTiKOe.
certain regulator. Cure· female weaknesses and
and Urinary trour ΛΑ M. Regular mt-eiln* of Oxford Lodge, Backache, Kidney, Bladder
SamAt all Druggists or by mall SOcts.
No. 18, Id Masonic Hall Friday Evening on or bles.
The Mother Gray Co., Le
before full moon. Oxiord Bojril Arch Chapter, ple FBEE. Address,
oi
T.
on
Ν.
Boy,
No. », assemble· Wednesday Evening.
before full moon. Oxford Council, R-* 8. M.,
Ask for Allen'· Foot-Ease.
Friday ennlw, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
No. 1, Ark Mariner·, Wednesday evening after A
powder (or swollen, tired, hot, smarting feet.
full moon.
Also Free Sample of tbe
sent FREE.
Sample
I. Ο. Ο. K.—Norway Lodge.-Regular meeting Foot Ease Sakttakt Cokn-Pad. a new tnven
In Odd reUow·' Half, every Tuesday Krenla»
1ι·η. Address, Λ ilea 9. Olmsted. Le Roy, Ν. T.
Odd
In
meeu
Wlldey encampment. No. 21,
Fellows' Hail, second and fourth Friday Even·
Inge of each month. Mt. Hope Rebekah Lodge,
Born.
No. 58, meeu on first and third Friday of each

NORWAY.

I had my after
T^R. C.—Meets In New G. A. R. Hall, Mondinner smoke and proceeded to investi- day evening.
S. Ε. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, meets In
gate the show.
New G. A.R. Hall, on the first and third WedThe first thing that attracted my at- nes lay evenings of each month.
Ο υ. A. M.—Norway and 8outh Parts Council,
tention was a few people that looked to
No. 10, meeu at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday
me ae though they were about one-half evening.
men
and women and the wild beasts.
U. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199, meeu
of each
But the boss said they were full blooded second and fourth Wednesday evenings
monrh
The
and
registered "Phillopens''.
U. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. Hi.
worst lookiag one was King, the next meeu second and fourth Thursday evenings of
month
Queen, the next declared war, and when each
K. G. E.—Oxford CasUe, No. 2, meeu In Ryerhis people got licked he declared peace. son hall, every Thursday evening, September to
was
The boss said the noise they made
May. first and third Thursdaj evenings, May to
sweet music to tbem but it was sour to September.

Response,
Conferring degree.

was

Football.

place was besieged by
crying for baked beans.

Routine work.
Music,
Address of Welcome,

About the State.

sparkling quota

East Suhxeb, Oct. 7th, 1908.
Once more I have been out on about a
three weeks' pick up. My first break
After a
was for the South Paris fair.
while I got there, where I run afoul of
about twenty thousand people, more or
less. I got on to the grounds Wednesday about 1050 a. h. Having taken an
early breakfast I began to feel sorter
gaunt. 1 knew of a place called Good
Cheer where they sold baked beans and
sicb. This was about 11:30. I ate Until they helped me away from the table.
It was lucky I got away as I did for the

Opening ceremony.

Alfred V. Dow, Hiram.
J. M. Drown, Porter
H. W. Kastiuau, l.ovell.
Wirt V. Eaton, Brownfleld.
Eugene Evan», Stoneham.
Albert C. Frost, Bethel.
Albion K. GoflT. Mexico.
Darwin B. Holman, Dlxlleld.
Henry D. E. Hutching. Kryeburg.
Adelbert D. Llttlehale, Paris.
Isaac .1. Lothrop, Canton.
Arthur L. Luce, Kumford.
Solomon H. Milieu, Norway.
J. Ezra Morton, Kumford.
lieonr*· W. Moulton, Denmark.
Lharles E. Packard, Waterford.
Kdwln H. Smith, Bethel.
•lohn Κ Talbot, Anilover.
Albert W. Thomas, Norway.
James E. Warren, UuckQeld.

obsolete words—is both a word-tinder
and a dictionary, serving several pur-

popular expression

JUKOKS.

Cullen Abbott, Woodstock.
Charles M Andrews, Ox ford.
Cbarle* H. Bates, Paris.
Harry W. Bearee, Hebron.
Charles Krown. Upton.
George W. Brown. Hartford.
George A. < handler, Sumner.
Perlev K. Child, Peru.
Daniel II. Cole. Greenwood.

pubWc library

have
recently purchased a copy of March's
Thesaurus, a dictionary of the English
The trusteed of the

MIDWAY—DOESN'T

SAT WHETHKB HE SAW ANY OF THE

UNKNOWN.

This community wan startled by the
report of a deed lut Friday such aa ia
rarely heard of in this age and in this
section of our civilized
country—a
criminal assault upon a girl of nine year**
of age.
The victim is Ethel M eggs, a niece of
the wife of Fred Lenard, who lives about
three-quarters of a mile south of Paris
Hill, on what is known as the Hooper's
Ledge road. There is no house on the
road between that and the Hill, and the
nearest bouse in the other direction is at
The little girl's
some little distance.
mother is dead, and a few weeks since
former home in
her
the girl came from
Canada to stay with her aunt, Mrs.

dressmaking.

■·

or

AT LAKOK

Mrs. A. L. Holme* is in Boston thia
week, looking after the fail style· in

OKAXD TICK· EAItWAT.

«

PEurrruATOR

on

post orricB.

7:30 A. M. to 7 Λ) T.

Nine-Year-Old

For Sale

per dozen.
per dozen.

toy

N. Dayton Bolster <&. Co.,
as MARKET

SOUTH

PARIS,

SQUAHH,

MAINE,

Why Did Gov. Cobb?
P.

Why did Governor Cobb appoint Charles P. Hatch State Auditor and Warren
Doughty, Lee D. Hodgkins, William E. Cross and Mitts Birdena Basford

assistante?

Because their qualifications eminently fitted them to fill the duties of this
important office.
Why were they so well fitted for the duties required of them?
Because ihey were possessed of that important asset, a sound business

education.

Where did

the; qualify

themselves fur the duties of their office?
AT THE SHAW BUSINESS COLLEGE.

THIS

IS

to

notice

give

to the

public that the undersigned
purchased the

*

have

PARIS BAKERY
from the estate of Herbert W. H illier and will continue the business

Headache

With an increased success
number of helpers we shall strive to thing I
the

we

shall pay

serving

to

special

attention

Day.

only

the

when I

A LOW PRICE
ON

Also Window & Door Frames.

Wool Carpets
up stock.

Chas. F. Ri

Matched Pine

E.

Petition for

Register

Business Directories
Towns

Id

Maine.

Discharge.

"Here's α clever little problem," said
the wine merchant:
"In emptying that barrel of Sl% gal
lone I drew tlve times as much wine
with the three quart measure as with
the two quart. The only other measure
used was the tlve quart, and slnoe 1
drew only full measures, who can tell
just how much wine I drew with each

C. a

of the three measures?"

No. 277.—The Postman Knocks.
The postman knocked at the door and
gave the following letters: 1. To oue
of the presidential candidates a letter
which made him one of the New Eng-

him a court iftllcial. 7. One to an Irish
novelist and made him a game bird.

No. 278.—Hidden Fish.
What strange sounds. Hark, Is that
not a call for help?
□ Is idol, I'hineas Cobb, bad falleu.
The bell is ringing. Are you coming?
Lier tears melted his marble heart.
You will
Take those ltooks, Kate.

eujoy them, I know.

He knew he was a thief, lying to
keep ou< of Jail.
James was taking old Jones home.
There It was. a tunic, odd In color.
Did Mr. Smul let you have his boat?

No. 279.—Word Square.
1. Botanical term, fructiUcatiou withA ship of the desert. 8.
out leaves.
To change for better. 4. Plural of penny. 3. An older person.

Jaai·· Traria, late of Mexico, deceased;
petition for the appointment of Chariea M Eaton

true

administrator

Fine

OUR DELICIOUS CONFECTIONERY
is the choice of every girl who has
The reason is simever touted it.
ple: pure, high-grade materials.

Bargains.

Watch

Timekeepers.

Winders and Stem Winders.
ι itf
Please call and see them.

J". H. Fletolier,

Key

Confectioner,

Shoats for Sale.

NOTICE.

My wife, Hilda Rosenstrom. having left my
bed and board without cause, all persons are
forbidden to trust her on my account, as 1 shall
not pfcy any further bill·» she maj.· contract
^
SMI
Sept 'Mth, 190*.

Norway, Me.

Opp· Blm Houao.

8. Flloliarcis,

I have five
sale at

a

good

good July

39'f

shoats for

trade.

J.

M. THAYER,

Paris Hill.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST
AS

newspaper for busy people, almost as
and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondaye, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the moat important news of The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may oe kept in close touch
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
#1.50 per year, bucyou can secure it with
TRIBUNE is

GOOD

in a metropolitan
good as a daily,

Cringe

AS
A

only

DAILY

Oxford Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper, The

Boll Papers One Year for $2.25.

NEWS-

PAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE. New-York City, will
bring you a free sample copy.

Pianos
Large Stock

Organs.

s

of New Pianos and

Organs.

Good second hand organs from $15
$40. Nice trade for anyone
hand
Second
for New Year'» present.
pianos from $125 to $175.
to

to

buy

Nice instruments. Square
other musical merchandise.
a

good

pianos

for

$15, $25, $35. Stools, Chairs and
catalog of playerpianos. Here is

Write for

trade in musical instruments.

W. J. Wheeler,
Billings Block,

Maine.

»utl3L Parle,

o£SAS£2

Keep

When in want of

anything

lxx

MIND!

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
Linseed Oil,
Floor Paints,
Hone· Paints,
Floor Dressing,
Varnishes,
Barn Paints,
Floor Finish,
Turpentine,
Eoof Paints,
Brushes.
Liquid Filler,
Wagon Paints,
and
Sherwin-Williams.
&
Heath
include
MHligan,
Our paints
Impervious,

Paroid Eoofing—The

best of all roofings.

THE TIME TESTED KIND.

try imitations.

Doors awd Window Screens—We make to order.

Don't

The kind that lasts.

Have your veranda screened in.
hinges, Ac.

Regular sisea of doors in stock.

We sell wire screen cloth,

Wkwlbirwwf 'Wt have a
Telephones and Electrical

spring

Call and
"Columbia Ignition Batteries" the

few first class wheelbarrows.

Supplies—We sell

beat for automobile· and

see

them.

juice (8™P®®

cup

APPLE

quarter

the

of

seeded

High

JELLY.

in the household economy, and
who sometimes has serious doubts if he
belongs anywhere, as be seems to be
always in the way. The fact is, that
moat boya are brought up to feel that
while they are part of the houaehold, it
is a difficult matter to assign them any
definite place in it. They are in the
unclassified list, and therefore it ien't an
easy matter to locate them satisfactorily.
Isn't there an attic that can be given
aver to the boys for their own use? II
there is, propose the matter, and see
how they will jump at the chance.
They will speedily convince the skeptical porson that boys do like a place ol
their own, and will gladly undertake the
making of it when given a chance to do

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS.
Nichols St.,

Lj^P

This recipe is especially good for a
For
rather hard and tasteless pear.
each half bushel of pears take the juice
pressed from four quarts

«J cranbem^
Jn larg, dj-

so.

If there isn't an attic there may be a
loft over some building somewhere on
the premises. Location isn't a very important item to the boy. The dominent
idea is—a place where he can feel the
eame sense of ownership that his mothei
feels in the kitchen or bis father in the
barn.
If the room given over to the boys ie

th«.

SStS/Ktfft ^.' Vor.

large enough

to serve as a

workshop at

well as a general rendezvous, all tbe better. Provide them with good tools and
encourage them to familiarize themselvei
with the use of them, and you are giving tbem a practical course in manual
training which will discount that taughl
with an equal amount of pear in the j
in the schools. If you want your boyi
mixture juet given.
to be handy in tbe uee of plane and saw
aud hammer set tbem about tbe doing ol
SCOTCH MARMALADE.
the thousand and one jobs constantly
Cut out the thick blossom end from
cropping up about the country home
tive naval oranges, slash each °neleng
Nothing will please them more than
da
your recognition of tbeir ability to
good work along this line.—Outing

LABOR TURNS TO TAFT.

Kind of Letters Unions Are Send-

ing Mr. Gompers.
DISTRUST PARTY OF BRYAN.
Central Labor Union Hold·
th· Democracy Reeponeible For Do·
plorablo Condition of Worker· In the

Camden

8outhern State·.

At the regular semimonthly meeting
of the Camden (N. J.) Central Labor
union held Aug. 18, 1Û08, a communication from national headquarters waa
received hi which the work of the national convention of the dominant parties was set forth and commented
The letter closed %lth an apupon.
peal to "stand faithfully by our
frieuds; oppose and defeat our enemies."
Accompanying thla communication was a request for a contribution to help make It possible to wage
a successful campaign for the establishing of labor's rights. The matter

disposed of by the secretary being
Instructed to forward to the national
oillce the following letter:
Camden, N. J„ Aug. 13, 1908.
Samuel Gompers. Esq., President of the
was

American Federation of l^abor:
Dear Sir and brother—We beg to acknowledge the receipt of an address isthe executive council of the
sued by
American Federation of Labor under date
of Aug. 1. Accompanying thla le an appeal for fund· to carry out the political
programme set forth in the address. In
Difference.
A
which you call upon the workers of our
A farmer sued a cattle dealer foi common country to stand faithfully by
We hereby return to you
our friends.
damages in the local county court.
that we do not think
said the both documents, not
the
"When I
the wageworker· should stand by their
"be told me it was
; friends and defeat their enemies, but
harmless—a child coulc | for the reason that wo fail to agree with
and
with it, in fact. Half an hour aftei you as to who are our friends and
I got the animal home he disabled a who are our enemies. You claim to believe the Democratic party to be friendly
couple of my farm hands and then turn to
labor because at-lts last national cone»l on me."
to do certain thing·
vention It
the animal was excited bj If elected. promised
For thla reason you ask the
suggeetec trades unionists of the country to do the
the strange
now?'
his honor. "Is he
utmost to elect Its candidates and to furnish means for carrying on It· campaign.
yes; but you see"—
The Central Labor union of Camden
remarked the defendant, "then
1 believe they have sufficient intelligence to
was correct after all.
my
who are the friends of labor
designate
said if be did got excited at first he and who are Its foes. We take no stock

Magazine.

««p. of

«"«gsiïi
hSJA»

3ΛΚ-Ϊ«
day. Measure
lowine

Mighty

.ο.·

anil add one cup

bought

complainant,
perfectly
play

Boil gently for forty-five minutes and
turn iuto glassoe.
Game
ROAST

Recipes.

"Perhaps

PARTRIDGE.

bull,"

'

I

gentle

surroundings,"
quiet enough

Clean and open the bird as you would'
"Well,
auy fowl, lay in strong salt water three
"Ah,"
or four
hours, not more; if not then
a
ice.
Make
description
to use put away on
ready
No. 283.—Syncopations.
dressing of bread crumbs, butter, salt
Take out the middle letter from each and pepper and to each bird allow four would quiet down."
in any party'· promises made just prior
of these words of tlve letters and from or five oysters in the stuffing. Replace
"Yes," responded tbe plaintiff, grim to election when we have the record of
me I should have
Wo
that party to guide and direct us.
to bend down leave to obstruct; α in a pan and put over tbem some butter, ly, "but you didn't tell
to quiet him down
refuse to believe that any political party
to ehoot the
spring and leave a baptismal vessel; peppor and enough water to make a That's what Ibeggar
for
record
has
a
continuous
that
permitbad to do.—Tit-Bits.
sounds of the voice and leave a part gravy; sift a little dour overall. Lay a
ting the most degrading forms of labor
small piece of pickled pork on each
to exist In states where Its Jurisdiction
of the foot; a moving force and leave
Law Courts.
In
the
and bake fortybaste
breast,
frequently
1·
complete can or will reverse Itself
a marsh; a lal>orer on railways and
five minutes in a good oven. Serve with
A barrister was urging that no mar when it comes Into possession of the naleave a fleet; an Idle fancy and leave pnrrarit inllv.
should be convicted on circumstanial tional government. Labor bas found the
a small measure: to wed and leave η
Democratic party faithless and tyrannical
evidence alone.
SMOTHERED I'ARTKIDGE.
leave
and
trees
uame:
he said, "when I was a boy I I in stale government. By what legerdemain
evergreen
girl's
"Why,"
Clean and draw birds and open on the knew another lad, who, while hi· parent) aro we to hellevo It will do better when
pastry; a loud cry and leave closed;
back. Lay Id salt water three or four were absent, went into the pantry and It has 9tlll greater power to oppress? In
eats and leave coin stamps.
the southern states, where Ilryan Demochours, no more; if not ready to use put nearly devoured a custard pie. Then,
racy has been In the saddle for years and
away on ice. Lay in baking pan with fearing the consequences, he looked where it dominate· every office from
Bouts Rhymes.
plenty of butter and pepper and flour about for means of hiding his guilt.
the highest to the lowest, are the places
A game lu which each player writes sifted over them, water enough to make
"He seized the cat, smeared ber face to get the party's record In Its relation to
in
and
bake
Let u· judge It by
baste
the working class.
ther
and
frequently
good and paws with the custard,
on α slip of paper four or more words gravy,
minutes.
Serve with took the innocent criminal into th< what it haa done and la now doing In
that rhyme alternately, as "boy, long, oven forty-five
placea where it is in power, and not by
currant or gooseberry jelly.
back yard and shot her. As he did so,
toy, strong."
any promises It may make to gain our
to
me:
observed
the boy
FRIED CARTRIDGE.
votes. The rule of the Democratic party
The slips are then inLxetL Each play"
'There goes one more victim of cir In the south haa produced conditions that
er draws one and must then write α
Skin and draw birds, opening them on
cumstantial evidence.' ''—London Opin rival the worst in the world, in the facverse whose lines end In order with the back, lay in strong salt water three
torlea over which they have leglalatlve
ion.
or four hours, not longer; if not ready
control we And wagca the lowcat, the
the words he has drawn.
in
and
drain
use
to
child labor the
refrigerator.
put
then,
The number of words tuid the order
In a Scotch village, where a young hours the longest and
aevereat. Only under Democratic rule do
Wheu ready to use dry carefully, dip in
doctor had lately started practice, t we find
In which they rhyme may be agreed
peonago and convict labor farmed
flour, sprinkle with pepper and fry in workman had the misfortune to get his
out by the state, with thouaanda of men
upon before beginning the game, and
Let them
plenty of very hot lard.
in one of the mills and boya working with ball nnd chain,
the subject of the verses may also be brown nicely, then cover and set back to finger badly bruised
The doctor was sent for, and on proper sentenced there by a Democratic official
glveu out, thus adding to the difficulty. cook slowly about fifteen minutes.
dressing the finger the man nearly upon a trumped up charge of vagrancy.
The game Is French, as the name, Make a gravy by sifting flour into the ly
fainted. He was asked if he would tak< Nowhere In thla broad land do you And
taken
are
the
birds
after
lard
is
hut
It
out;
shows.
the misery of the worker so hopelesa or
meaning rhymed euds,
a little spirits to revive him.
is all
ao degrading aa you do In
called "endrelmsptel" in German. The shake the pan until the flour
be exclaimed with feeling hla poverty
"Mon,"
atates ruled by the Democratic party.
moistened and browned, but do not stir •
that wtid just be the very life o' me!"
following verse Is, said to have been
Mr.
(Jompers, how can you ask the
it nor put a spoon in it; then add half
The doctor gave him a good glass, working class to support any party with
written by Horace Wulpole on drawing
milk and half water, enough to thicken,
re
on
and
which be greedily swallowed,
the four words "brook, why, crook, I:" but do not stir. Shake the
pan. Place
covering his breath his first words were pinned because the Republican natlonul
THE GENTLE SHEPHERD.
the birds on platter and pour gravy over
In
"Weel, doctor, I ken unco' little abool convention handed you a lemon that
I sits wiili my tous tn a brook.
them, with a few chopped mushrooms
order to defeat Its candidate· you would
And If any one asks me for why
yer skill, but, mon, yo keep grand foist Into
and
serve
for
that
u
with
Garnish
added.
political party
|>ower
parsley,
I hits "Iru ii rup with my crook.
medicine!"
the past fifty years haa never had the
with currant or gooseberry jelly.—Good
And
'Tie sentiment kills in·," says I.
mnnhood to raise its voice In protest
Housekeeping.
Even In Bedlam.
ngulnst any Injustice or Indignity suffered
The manager of the insane asylum by the working class? The rule of tho
Key to the Puzzler.
Removing Stains from Linen.
Democratic
party whenever In power has
frowned.
No. 261).—Burled Proverbs: The IniInk stains may be removed from linen
been most tyrannous and degrading to
"What is that woman in cell 77 howl
tials of the words give these proverbs:
labor.
Upon what line of reason should
by putting melted tallow on the mark
and shrieking about?" he asked im
the working close help a party that haa
1. Haste makes waste. 2. Riches have before washing. Both ink and grease ing
patiently.
missed
an opportunity to oppress it?
never
same
time.
at
the
will come out
Kings.
"She objecte to her straitjacket, sir,'
William Jennings Bryan, as the standShould lingerie be marked with yel- the
No. 270.—Double Charade: Here-now,
answered.
ard
bearer
you ask us to support, has
keeper
low stains where the machine has stitchwhere-no, nowhere.
"Wants it taken off, eh? Well, ah< never done anything to merit our votes.
and
to
due
is
doubtless
this
oil,
may
There has never yet occurred a crime to
Once ed,
No. 271.—Illustrated Itebus:
can't"—
be taken out by using ammonia—rubbing
labor of sutllclent magnitude to Induce
it isn't that, sir," the keeper in
"No,
upon a time two bears started forth to the seams or
him to protest.
spots with ammonia before
"She wants it changed foi
Bee the world, but they saw a huge dog
terruptod.
Mr. Gonipers, the working class cannot
washing in the usual way.
one with the fashionable sleeves thai
trust α man to be high In power who Is
aud ran home as fast as possible.
Mildew may be removed by soaking
have just come in."
)>ot brave enough to assert hi· belief In
No. 272.—Diagonals and Double Be- the article in buttermilk.
the Innocence of men persecuted by parLacee should never be rubbed, but
headings: Dlagouals, spare and etalr.
ties who furnish the sinews of war to
SAVED HIS BOY'S LIFE.
Crues words: 1. shear; 2, sprig; 3, class; well rinsed in water in which a good
At no time luut
curry on his campaign.
was
badl) Mr. Bryan squarely faced the enemy of
"My three-year-old boy
snap jelly has been dissolved.
4, store; 5, stone.
was ii
remove fruit stains on constipated, bad a high fever and
denounced their
will
and
class
Keroseue
the
working
No. 273.—Broken Words:' Arm our—
him twe crimes. He has beheld the tragedies that
linen. First wash the article in kero- an awful condition. I gave
armor; sat ^n- satin; must ache—musdoses of Foley's Orino Laxative and th< hu.e befallen labor with stony eyes and a
sone, then wash in the usual way.
b< muzzled Jaw.
tache; brigand brig and.
Should linen beinadverteutly scorched next morning the fever waa gone and
When Packlngtown struck against a reNo. 274.—When Γ Came In: 5. Fond, the following method will restore it: was entirely well. Foley's Orino Laxa
duction of wages to 16.40 from $7.20 per
Casi
A.
bis
life."
tive
saved
Wolkueh,
fount;
font,
guilt:
the
gilt,
and
extract
found; gud, gaud;
Peel four onions
juice.
week no Democratic politician raised his
sale by all druggists.
form, forum: knot, knout; lad. laud; lot. Mix this with four ounce· of fuller'· mer, Wis. For
voice In protest. What the working class
of
a
and
of
1
ounce
has
suffered In the last few years for the
pint
earth,
eoap
lout; bond, bound
"Now that you have a piano I suppose sake of principle would stir the heart of
When
vinegar. Boil well together.
a
husband is developing
passion Washington monument, if It hud one, yet
nearly cold, put on the scorched places yout
A JEWELER'S EXPERIENCE.
throughout It all Bryan, who stands as
and let it dry in the air. Wash after in for music?"
C. R. Kluger, the jeweler, KMX) Viginia
a
he's
deveveloping passion all the champion of labor because he needs
"Well,
if necessary, repeat the
cold
and,
water,
our support, haa been as silent as the
Avenue, Indianapolis, Ind., writes: "I
but not for music!
process. If a very slight scorch mark, right,
tomb.
was so weak from kidney trouble that I
linen may be restored to its original
the
If labor's friends are to be found In the
could hardly walk a hundred feet. Pour
MARRIED MAN IN TROUBLE.
whiteness by plaoing it out of doors in
Democratic party, labor would have no
bottles of Foloy'e Kidney Remedy cleared
mem
man
who
A married
permits any
problem to solve and nothing to complain
strong sunlight.
my complexion, cured my backache and
Staioe caused by acids may be remov- bar of his family to take anything ex of In states controlled by the Démocratie
the irregularities disappeared, and I can
The part cept Foley's Honey and Tar, for coughs, party. Tho fact that the worst blows
ed by salts of wormwood.
now attend to business every day, and
labor Is today receiving come from Demshould be first wetted and the salts colds and lung trouble, is guilty ol
recommend Foley's Kidney Remedy to
ocratic Alabama and by persons high up
rubbed in, then rinsed before washing. neglect. Nothing else is as good for all in the natlonul councils of the Democratic
all sufferers, as it enred me after the
The genuine
Black and white fabrics should be pulmonary trouble*.
party Is conclusive proof that the workdoctors and otber remedies had failed.
washed in water in which salt has been Foley's Honey and Tar contains nc ing class has nothing to gain by supportFor sale by all druggists.
Foi
ing the party or Its candidates.
dissolved, a teaspoonful to every gallon opiates and is in a yellow package.
Free press and free speech, tho bulwark
tale by all druggists.
the right proportions.
Fred—Some girls are awfully conceit- being
of the workers' path to a better condition,
ed.
"Miss Bloomer seems to heep bei have time and again been attacked, and
Resting on the gas globe in the bathnever once has uny prominent Democratic
remarked Miss Goode.
Jack—Why?
a small wire toasting youth still,"
we
room,
party leader rulsed a voice to
a
Fred—They'll brag about making
"Well," replied Miss Chellus, "she paper or Our
rack. A small saucepan of water for
friends are they who stand
protest.
fool of a man that was never anything
her age quiet.
keeps
on
boiled
can
be
quickly
shaving, etc.,
by us continuously and are ever willing
else.
Whenever trades
battles.
us
of
the
to
our
without
fight
this,
depriving
light,
ARE YOU ONLY HALF ALIVE?
tinlonisiii la uttacked It Is not the Demoas any bunsen burner would do.
cumes to our
Do the right thing if yon have Nasal
that
or press
People with kidney trouble are so cratic partybut
the party and press of
Get Ely's Cream Balm at
Catarrh.
If the buttons have come out of up- weak and exhausted that they are only assistance,
If labor owes any allegiance
our class.
Don't touch the catarrh powders
once.
holstered furniture, carriage seats, etc., half alive.
Foley's Kidney Remedy to a political party It Is certainly to a
and snuffs, for they contain cocaine.
restores los<
a new button on the head of a hair- makos healthy kidneys,
of and guided solely by
place
composed
Ely's Cream Balm releases the secretious pin, push the pin through the cushion, vitality, and weak, delicate people arc V-irty
«ur class and not to one In which labor
that inflame the nasal passages and the turn the ends
bal
Refase
health.
will
to
and
the
button
restored
any
exploiters congregate and labor'· enemies
back,
throat, whereas medicine· made with never oome out again.
control, however much they may promise
For sale by all druggists.
Foley's.
in order to secure our support. It la time
mercury merely dry up the secretions
and leave you no better than you were.
"Yes, he makes a big hit with ber. He for labor to awaken to the neceaalty of
If one hae to carry a drees suit case
action, but In doing ao let It take
political
In a word, Ely's Cream Balm is a real
matchei
much, especially in eloctric cars, it will bas a green automobile, and it
backward step or make any fola·
no
remedy, not a delusion. All druggists, be found very helpful to have a strong her dress."
moves.
Respectfully yours,
50 cents, or mailed bv Ely Brothers, 56
"Well, why don't you take ber driv- CAMDEN CENTRAL LABOR UNION,
strap handle attached to one end. By
Warren Street, New York.
means of this one can handle it easily, ing?"
R. M Hartraan, President
"I ain't got no green horse.'t
W. T. LORINO, Secretary.
even in a crowd.
•Ί say, mamma," said little Tommy,
The sending of this letter wag auINTERRUPTS POLITICAL
"do fairy tales always begin with "Once
An amusing decoration for use at a WOMAN
thorized by an almost unanimous vote.
SPEAKER.
Hallowe'en party may be made by takupon a time?"
There wns one dissenting voice and
"No, dear, not always," replied his ing the tiny green pumpkins, cutting
A well dressed woman interrupted a
Camden
mother. "They sometimes begin with them like Jack-o'-lanterns and putting political speaker recently by continually two members not voting.
'My love, I have been detained at the them on the gas fixtures in place of the soughing. If she had taken Foley's Dally Courier. Aug. 1Θ.
office again to-night!"
ordinary globes.
Eloney and Tar it would have cured bet
jough quickly and expelled the cold
The Bryan proposition that conservFor dusting women's heavily trimmed : 'rom her system. The genuine Foley's
Foley's Honey and Tar cures (soughs
ative banks should pay for the failures
the
and
ex·
hats the beet brush is a oheap shaving- 9oney and Tar contains no opiates and
lungs
quickly, strengthens
of speculative banks will Mt appeal
pels colds. Get the genuine in a yellow brusb, as it is both stiff and small I s la a yellow package. Refuse substi· to the
thrifty depositor.
1 ;utes.
For sale by all druggists.
paokage. For sale by all druggists.
enough to reaoh every crevioe.

«

ME ANY MORE

Toiler· Scent Dinger In the Fallacies
of Mr. Bryan.
Convincing evidence was furnished
Ly the conlereucc ut Cincinnuti last

—

Straus

believes

SOUTH PARIS.

A

paid,

more

independent

or

re-

more

than It Is today. Never was it
more icer.fe in its share of the outcome
of the commodity or the goixl will and
All this is
confidence of employers.
due to the effort of uonpaitisan. well
otlicered unions. What labor organiza-

La. M. Longloy,

AND

Itself."

CURE

LUNC8

THE

King's
New Discovery
Dr.

w,th

The
Filter

delicious and
the most wholesome of
confections and have the
largest sale of any in the
world.

A.

in the
our goods
of Paris, Norway,
Oxford and Hebron, wl.
will be pleased to sl,mv
The
them at any time.
shape and construction of
these filters is such that they
can be used ou a pail, jug
Read what
or any vessel.
the Press says of this wonderful invention.
to

manifesting

M'f'g Co.,

Lewiston,

sold in sealed
are always of

flaine.
YEARS'

60

EXPERIENCE

superfine quality
always the best.

Patents

same

The Walter M. Lowney Co.
Boston, Mass.
Cocoa,

sell

Willard

are

the
and

VV. WALKER & SON
towns

most

They
packages,

Strainer

No farmer should be withWe have arranged with

Chocolate Bonbons
the

and

out one.

isgsi
are

Dairy

Is one of the greatest Sanitary inventions of the age.

F0RC8ÏSÎ8 JSk.

AND AU THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OB KONEY REFUNDED.

and In neither case did men go back to
work at their old wages. The vise is
different now. aud to my mln.l i.f would
Ik.· suicidal for labor to vote i:i such η
full
way as to Imperii the return of

rapidly

Maine.

Κ ILL the COUGH

unions.
"Of course there are many men out
of employment as the refillt of the
recent depression, but to my knowledge men are returning to their old or
c-upations :>.!l over th country and a
1 recall the
their old rates of pay.
uwful panic of 1ST."» and that of 1 st)3,

ko

No

to.

Norway,

tions now enjoy, aud they enjoy more
than they ever enjoyed in the civilised
world before, came as the result of
intelligent, co-operative effort exerted
in a nonpartisan way through their

prosperity,

Lot

bing promptly attended
charge for team.

Is as great menace as tin·
old Hi to 1 hobby. "To guarantee deItosits," said Secretary Straus, "is to
guarantee the loaus of the banks, for.
as a matter of fact, a large part of the
bank's deposits Is made up of credits
extended by the bank to bo.rjv.vr3 and

spected

new

The best of
of Plumbing Goods.
oak woodwork for closets. No old
goods. Call and see this line. Job-

proposition

tue
by I hem deposited or placed on
books of the bunks us de;»osits."
Mr.
Powderly said among other
things after his talk with Taft: "Labor never was letter organized, better

NORWAY, MAINE.

Angeloo Cavalieri,

guarantee

this

Spaghetti,

LowBstPriCBs inOxfordGouûtv.

Are Specialties with us.
All imported goods of
first quality.

that rule."
Mr. Straus classes Mr. Bryan's government guarautee of bank deposits us
next in point of danger to his plan lor
the government ownership of railroads.
Mr.

Jeweler and Graduate Optician.

Italian Olive Oil,

week by Judge Tuft with Oscar
Straus, secretary of commerce and labor, and T. V. Powderly, formerly
general master workman of (he
Knights of Labor» that the att!ti:de of
labor is growing each day una·»· irlendly to 'Γηft. The campaign 01 education
which the Itepublicuns have been car
rylng on has been elm-live, and i!u
laboring man. so Mr. I'owderly tn'il
the candidate, is beginning to appre-

ciate the tact that a restoration of
business confidence through the election of Mr. Taft means more work aud
prosperous times for him.
Secretary Straus announces his intention to go out on the stump for the
specific purpose of exposing some of
the Bryan fallacies in regard to Inlior.
Said Mr. Straus: "The most dangerous
of these fallacies is presented in
Bryan's slogan, 'Shall the people rule':'
and well may he ask it, for every one
of his leading doctrines is a denial of

IT'S A JOKE."

Italian

SOUTH PARIS.

HILLS,

L"

-w~T

"YOU CAN'T FRIGHTEN

apples, leaving belongs

SWEDISH PEARS.

Grade Portrait Work

in Crayon, Water color,

The powers that be may not put it in
exactly those worda, but the way in
which a good many boya are treated
meana juat that.
Now, the fact la, the average boy is
delighted when he can have a place all
to himself, for he feela that aenae ol
proprietorship which ia flattering to
human nature when he can invite hie
t>oy friends to viait him, and knowi
that mother isn't worrying over the dis-

boy

Mouldings s,JL

&

"have to be pat eomewhere" and thej
ire likely to be tnrned ont of theaequartera at a moment's notice, under the
mistaken notion that boya don't care,
rod everything la good enough for a boy.

nature in
feela free to act out the
bim without conatant dread of hearing
sent up from below aa ta
m inquiry
what's going on up there?
The place becomes a retreat in which
he can spend hia time profitably and
much more pleasantly than the boy evei
Joes who doesn't know just where he

should be a clear red.

IS,h»

Mats, Mirrors

irrangement of thinga which quite
naturally résulta when ooya get togethei
ind have a good time. Here he la on
his on hia own ground, therefore, he

tike an equal quantity of sugar, twentyoor who?e cloves and some stick cinnaTol lX all boil together till ready
ΐοτ jelly, and strain out the spices. This

o"ne caiTget8here on*

and Pictures,

CALL THEIB OWN.

—

telephones.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

one

CAN

keep

in our lines give us a call.

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

compote.

«ÏEWSfc S!A *'·eftC£ ^rv

Lucius W. Hackctt, late of Scltunte, R I.,
deceased. petition for order to distribute balance remaining in hla hands presented by Walter L. Uray, attorney for administrator.

A

longer,

:^Λ:ψΡχ!£ζύά»ζ

Kstatea
person· Interested ta either of tbe
Hereinafter name. I :
At a Probate Court, belt] at Part», tn ami
for tbe County of Oxford, on the third Tue*lay of
Sept., to the year of our Lord one thousand
Tbe following matter
nine hundred in·! eight.
baring been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It la hereby Ohmckkd :
That notice thereof be given to all persona In
tereated, by caualng a copy of thla order to be
uubllahcd three weeks successively In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Pari*, tn said County, tut they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at aald Parts on
the third Tueaday of Oct.. ▲. D. 190C. at 8
of the clock la the forenoon, and be heard there
on If they see oauae.

HKRR1CK, Judge of said Court.
copy—Attest
ALBERT D. PAKE. Register.

^

iund poets. 2. To our sou Joseph oue
which made him a Hebrew prophet, ϋ.
One to an early American Quaker and and add one-third of a stick ο cinna
made him a coin. 4. One to the flretI'orn son and made him a British novcolor and flavor. I someelist. Γ». One to an American writer of serve
stories and poems and made him u times put three cloves into
noted British fioet. (1. One to a writer stead of the cinnamon andI on·
of a New Testament epistle and made

Order of Xotlce Thircon.

they

ADDISON Κ.

^^jjbA

:5*^t5?3S
Wash and

T» all

aa

Chop flaely

9PICED

PROBATE NOTICES.

other aultable person
of the estate of aald deceased.

time
sieve.

sarsrts? "i- <&«"&
^X'%.'".°.urP7uiv.i«··

GRENVILLE M. DONHAM,

or auuie

daring the
through » hair

neht

32^«r.ç3

1

Postpaid, $2.00.

Price,

them

h

%£££%& '.25 Μ λ

Dimtbict of Maine, ss.
On this 3rd day of Oct, A. D. 1908, on reading
tbe foregoing petition, It Is
Ordered by tbe Court, that a bearing be bad
A oew Township and Railroad Map of
A. D.
upon the same on the '.3rd day of Oct.,
Maine Revised to date.
1908, before said Court at Portland, in said Disit trict, at ΐυ o'clock in tbe forenoon: and that noneeds
HOME
and
OFFICE
Every
tice thereof be published in the Oxford Demoreference.
for
crat, a uewspaper printed in said District, at.4
that all known creditor», and other persons In
interest, may appear at the said time and place,
hare, why tbe
and show cause, If any
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
tbe Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and thl· order, addressed to them at their places of residence as
PUBLISHER,
stated.
Witness, the Hon. Cuakknck Halk, Judge
390 Congress St.. opp. City Building, of the sal<l Court, and tbe seal thereof, at Portjms land, In said District, on the 3rd day of Oct.,
PORTLAND. MAINE.

bandy

·Ρ*

BOYB

where they keep their clothe·,
There they arc
inawera the purpose.
in probation, aa it were, becauae they

»'l"rS2à
SSSoMlTy
grape

ÎLES, of Mexico, In tbe CounIn said
ty of Oxford, and State of Maine,
Mb
District, respectfully represents that on the
was
he
adjudged
last
duly
lav of Oct.,
past,
to
bankrupt under the Arte of Congress relatlug all
Hankruptcy; that be has duly surrendered
has
fully
bis property and rights of property,and
Acts
complied with all the requirements of said
and of the orders of Court touching his baukruptey.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
from all
by the Court to have a full discharge
debts provable against his estate under .*ald
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are ex
cepted bv law from such discharge. A. D. 1908.
Paled this .'4th dav of September,
GEORGE C. AYL8S, Bankrupt.

Full Statistics of All State Interests

enameled Ρ*°·

To one plat of grape

DisTo the Hon. Clarkscb Hale, Judge of tbe
trict Court of the United States for the District
of Maine:

CONTAINS

an

boil for thirty minutée
and bottle when cold.

LES,
[ In Rankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )

NORWAY,

into

INCOMPLETE WITHOUT A

HOME

Every home iu which there are boyi■
Rowing op i· incomplete without
plaoe which theee boy· can call theli
Moat boya care little how plainly
)wd.
ι room la furnished il it la comfortable.
The main .thing ia—the room, which the
t>oya can feel tnemaelve· to be aole proIn
prietor· of. The ordinary boya' roomand
Che dwelling, In which they aleep,
never

mushroom ketchcp.

•X.: »?.« f! th..

Sheathing for Sale.

....

Bankrupt's

MAINE. GEORGE

42S

No. 276-—Win· Merchant's Puzzle.

CHANDLER,

W.

In the matter of
GEORGE C. Λ Y

Corner Main and Danforth StsM

Of ao Cities and

Companion.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.

vVeet Sumner.

Complete

forever.
—Youth's

us

Inside 01
If In want of any kind of Finish for
Lum
>uulde work, «end In your order·. Pine
Caab.
for
band
on
Cbeap
and
1er
dhlngles

patterns and clean

The Maine

'Twill cherish

CBANDLER,

of any
I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS
)Ue or Style at reasonable price·.

to close out odd

were

a

guilders' Finish I

Aug. ioth, 190S.

—

prepared of yore.
great lawgiver;
Mankind has conned us o'er and p'er,

Two of us
Done by

and

E. W.

««·. *·

I'm found In halls of congress, too,
Where sit the sage and grandee;
They who oppose all measures new
Find me at times quite handy.

gists.

Fred V. and Kale C. A

«

me

beneficially on the whole
.ystem, purifying blood, strengthening
tonuch, cleansing bowels. 35c. *>t drug-

We solicit your trade.

South Paris,

are

When sickness comes a dose of "L. F."
Vtwood's Bitters will work wonders tovurd making a recovery.
They act

luickly

Quick Lunches

At All Hours of the

They

find to help

Mr. George Kneeland.

Clean, Fresh, Bakery Food.
And

can

have an attack of headache."
Respectfully yours,

with

public promptly

for years.

PLACE

Autumn Préservée.

No. 275.—Riddle.
I'm found within the schoolroom bright.
And*how the echoolboy hates me.
Tet. racing home from school at night.
How eagerly he waits me!

Sherman, Me., Aug. 13,1906.
"1 have used the 'L. F.' Bitters with

after this date.
serve

The Ρuzzler

RightForHelp

Ε VEST

Correspondence on

Picture Frames

A Plea for the Boys.

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.

Chocolate, Chocolate Konbon*
».

Anyone lending

"name on every piece

quickly ascertain

Designs
Ac.

Copyrights

η »kelch arid description may
our opinion free whether au

Communicaι» prohnbljr pMciitwtil»
tion· itrictly lonlMontlil. HANDBOOK on Patenta
securing patenta.
lent free. l"M<>»t arcncjr t>
.Muiin
Λ
Co. recelT·
through
Patents taken
tpfeial notice, without ciiarce, la the
Inveiitliiii

The Issue Is just this: Taft uud prosor Bryan and paralysis.

perity

!A

Scientific American.

handsomely Illustrated weekly. I.irirest circulation "f any aetentlBc Journal. Termi. t ·
rear; four months, f I. t-olilbjrall newsdealers.

Measures Up to Requirement;.
Mr. Sherman says much i:i liiîîe
space in his speeeh formally aeeepting
the Republican nomination lor vice
The
president and says it admirably.
New Yorker on the Itepubilcan nation
al ticket measures up to the requirements of ids post and shows the totalities of an experienced und responsible
man in his acceptance add re.;.:

& Co ^'^r°a('*,>< New York
MUNN
Branch Office. «6 V Ht.. Washington. U. C
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

» r.
Tiranaf and b*auM>t \'■·■
l*roiuotr« a laaumi't fr-.w:
Never Kail* to Bettor* Or*y
C<v
to
XI %tr
it· Youthful
Curit walp «: xm«-> k !»r I
Jfr.atwl <1 "J
l*ruy>· »

aibi ·»»·»·

public

■

-New York Mall.

(poking-Ranges

Our New Range

a

Winner.!

The new range that we introduced last year has won
there is more
all.hearts. The old End Hearth is gone
—

the

top—the ashes fall into a Hod far below
to last
fire, making their removal easy and the grate
is returned full of
longer. The Ash Hod when emptied
coal. Three sizes, "Palace," "Castle," "Fortress."
room on

: Single
famous Crawford features are present Asbestos
Flues,
Oven
Cup-Joint
Damper,
Oven Indicator, booklet free.
, Backed Oven, Improved

AÎI the

Patented Grate,

by Walker ft Pratt Mfg. Co

31-35 Union

St., Boston

SOLD BY ALL LEADING DEALERS

IfYouWereàMiller

11

Would jou bother to wash the1

«

m

L wheat and scour it ?

CROSBY CO.
p That's what WASHBURN
GOLD MEDAL FLOUR.
do in
It's

milling

pure

and

cleanly.

WASHBURN-CROSBY'S

Gold medal flour
THE VER,

HIGH EST QUALITY

